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STELLINGEN
1. De opmerking van Stensgaard, Feldman en Silverman dat "highenergy

ion scattering in combination with channeling does not

require long-range order", is misleidend.
I. Stensgaard, L.C.Feldman and P.J.Silverman,

Phys.Rev.Letters

42 (1979) 247.
2. Om met behulp van ionen verstrooiing de samenstelling van een
oppervlak te bepalen is ijking van het ionen signaal met behulp
van een zuivere standaard niet altijd voldoende.
A. Zartner, EPP 9/31 Gavching bei München 1979.
H.H.Brongersma,

T.M.Buck, Surface Sei. 53 (1975) 649.

3. De conclusies van Taglauer et al uit metingen van de integrale
fotonen opbrengst, en de ionen opbrengst voor een bepaalde strooihoek, bij verstrooiing van helium aan lood zijn aanvechtbaar.
Experimenten waarbij foton en verstrooid ion in coïncidentie
worden gemeten kunnen uitsluitsel geven.
E.Taglauer, W. Heiland, R.J. Mao Donald and N.H.Tolk, J. of Phys.
B. 12(1979) L533.
N.H.Tolk, J.C.Tully, J.Kraus, C.W.White en S.H.Neff, Phys. Rev.
Letters 36 (1976) 747.
4. De oppervlakte piek in de ionen fractie van waterstof verstrooid
aan goud zoals gevonden door Matschke zou een gevolg kunnen zijn
van een onjuiste onderlinge positie van de energie spectra van
neutrale en geladen deeltjes op de energie schaal.
E.E.P.Matschke,

IPP 9/22 Garching bei München 1977.

Bit proefschrift 'hoofdstuk III.
5. In het door Garrison beschreven model voor oppervlakte verstrooiing worden ten onrechte geen thermische vibraties van
oppervlakte atomen meegenomen. Het gebruikte neutralisatie model is niet juist.
B.J.Garrison, Surface Sei. 87 (1979) 683.
B.Poelsema, L.K.Verheij en A.L.Boers, Surface Sei. 56 (1976) 445.

6. De energie verliezen, zoals gerapporteerd voor helium verstrooid aan nikkel door Eckstein, Molchanov en Verbeek, kunnen, door een samenhang tussen de ionen fractie en de baan
van de helium deeltjes, grotendeels elastisch van aard zijn
in plaats van inelastisch zoals de auteurs suggereren.
W.Eckstein, V.A.Molahanov en H.Verbeek, N.Instr.Meth. 149
(1978) 599. Dit proefschrift hoofdstuk V.
7. Het heeft grote voordelen om in een vluchttijd spectrometer
een lintvormige in plaats van een cylindrische bundel te gebruiken.
Dit proefschrift hoofdstuk II.
8. De constante energie-breedte van de vluchttijd spectrometer
voor lage-energiën, die door Brenot et al wordt toegeschreven
aan de energie spreiding van de ionen veroorzaakt in de ionenbron, kan ook verklaard worden uit de door hun gebruikte methode om de bundel te pulsen.
J. C.Brenot, J.Pommier, D.Dhuiaq and M.Barat J.of Physios B 8
(1975) 448.
9. Het verdient aanbeveling de methodes, gebruikt in de verschillende tijdschriften om aan litteratuur te refereren,te standariseren.
10. Het "on-line" doorzoeken van in een computer opgeslagen data bestanden kan een zeer grote versnelling geven van een litteratuur onderzoek.
11. Veel ideeën voor innovatie van produkten kunnen worden opgedaan
door te gaan snuffelen in de oude doos met al vergeten ideeën
en constructies.
12. In de opleiding voor voetbal scheidsrechter zou meer aandacht
besteed moeten worden aan de meteorologie daar er al enkele
spelers door de bliksem geveld zijn.

S.B.Luitjens,
7 maart 1980.
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Fig.l. The life story of ions. The ions are born in the ion source at
the left hand side of the figure and reach the target in the centre.
Some of them penetrate the solid. But due to the large scattering
cross section a lot of them are scattered and reach the detector
at the right hand side of the figure. Some of the scattered particles are ionized, or neutralized, while others may be in an excited
state.

CHAPTER I.
INTRODUCTION.
Reflection of low energy (0.1-10 keV) noble gas ions can
be used to cinalyse a solid surface. From single scattering
experiments (i.e. deflection by only one surface atom) the
elemental composition of the surface can be determined by
measuring the energy of the noble gas ions after scattering [1,2],
From multiple scattering experiments(i.e. an ion reaches the
detector after deflection by more than one surface atom), the
energy spectra of scattered ions can give information about
the surface structure on an atomic scale (A's)[3,4].
The energy of the scattered particle depends upon its trajectory, and thus upon the position of the surface atoms. The
composition and the structure of a solid surface play an essential part in catalysis and corrosion.
It appears that this technique is sensitive to the outermost surface layer (i.e. a layer with a thickness of only
one atom)[2]. One reason for this extreme surface-sensitivity
is the occurence of preferential neutralization [1,5]; ions,
which have penetrated the solid, are preferentially neutralized. As a consequence the majority of the reflected ions
has been scattered from the outermost surface-layer. A second
reason is the large scattering cross section in this energy
range. Therefore a lot of particles are reflected by the surface atoms, whereas particles which have penetrated the solid
are trapped [5].
For a quantitative determination of the surface composition
from the ion yield, we have to know the scattering cross section
as well as the fraction of particles,scattered in an ionized
state. In our energy region the interaction potential is a
screened Coulomb potential. The screening function is not wellknown; several more or less suitable approximations exist [6].
The ion fraction r\+, defined as the ratio of the ion yield to
the total yield, is determined by the charge exchange processes,
e.g. neutralization and ionization (fig.l), which occur during
the interaction of the particles with the surface.
These processes may also have a large influence on the shape

Fig.2. Artists impression of an ion scattering apparatus. Prom right to
left one can distinguish: ion source, mass analyzer magnet, beam
chopper, target chamber, the analysing system with the electrostatic analyzer, and the time of flight spectrometer.

of the ion spectra of multiply scattered particles [7]. The
determination of surface structures is often not a straight
forward procedure. The measured spectra, namely, have to be
compared with calculated energy spectra, obtained from a
certain model-structure [8]. This is difficult when the
charge exchange processes and the interaction potential
are scarcely known [6,9]
Charge exchange processes can be studied by measuring the
ion yield alone [10,11], or by measuring the ion spectra as
well as the total spectra (neutrals plus ions). The ion fraction, n , can be calculated from the total- and the ion spectra [5,12], The behaviour of n + is mainly determined by charge
exchange processes, because, in a first approximation, the
scattering cross section is eliminated. Therefore it is advantageois to measure the ion fraction, instead of the ion
yield alone. To obtain n + , the energy of neutral particles
must be measured, and this is rather difficult in this energy
region.
The energy spectra of neutral scattered particles can be
obtained by reionizing the neutrals in a gas filled stripping
cell. Next the energy of these reionized particles is determined with an electrostatic analyzer (ESA)[13,14]. A different method to determine the energy of scattered ions, as
well as of neutrals, is to measure the time it takes a particle to travel from the target to the detector, using a
time of flight (TOF) spectrometer [5,12,15,16].
A TOP-spectrometer is described in chapter II of this
thesis (fig.2). The flight path L is 1116 mm,, and the time resolution is about 10 ns (10~8 seconds). The flight time is in
the order of 4 us (4xlO~6 seconds). As a consequence the energy resolution AE/E = 0.5 x 10~2.The scattering angle 6 is 30°.
It turns out that: l)The ion dose needed to obtain a TOF
spectrum is much smaller than that needed for an ESA spectrum.
These doses are 10 11 and lO1* ions/cm2 for the ESA and the TOF
spectrum respectively (as a comparison: one monolayer of a solid contains about 10 1 5 atoms/cm2). 2) The surface sensitivity
is maintained due to the large scattering cross section. Quasi
single (QS) scattering, i.e. one large deflection and a few
smaller ones,and quasi double scattering, i.e. two large de-

flections and a few smaller ones [6],are observed. 3) The
ion fraction n + shows a maximum near the QS and QD energies, ru s and n Q D respectively. The rug maximum is due to
preferential neutralization of ions which penetrate the
solid. The value of n is determined with the TOP spectrometer, by measuring the neutral- and the total spectra alternately. The ion spectrum is then found by subtracting
the neutral spectrum from the total spectrum. 4) It is
possible to measure small energy differences between scattered ions and neutrals.
Both methods, namely using the TOF spectrometer and the
stripping cell in front cf the ESA (S-ESA), respectively,
are compared in chapter III of this thesis. It turns out
that the spectra of neutral scattered particles.are the
same if the S-ESA results are corrected for:l) the energy
loss of neutrals, ionized in the stripping cell, and 2) the
energy dependence of the efficiency of the stripping cell.
To study charge exchange processes, the ion fractions
n + of neon and of argon, scattered from a Cu(100) surface,
have been determined. Charged as well as neutral projectiles
were used, with a primary energy E o between 5 and 10 JceV,
and several orientations of the target with respect to the
incoming beam. To avoid damage of the surface by the primary
ion beam, the target was kept at an elevated temperature.
The ion fraction appears to be determined by a reionization
process during a violent collision, i.e. for relatively small
distances of closest approach r 0 between target atom and
projectile, and by neutralization via interatomic Auger processes [17] on the outgoing trajectory;" Surviving ions can
be ignored (i.e. ions which survive the whole scattering process in an ionized state.) This is indicated by the behaviour
of n o s as a function of the angle of incidence, which appears
to be asymmetric with respect to specular reflection conditions
<(// = 9/2). If surviving ions are important, namely, we may
expect a more symmetric behaviour of nt.s as a function of ty.
TJie results for neon have been described in chapter IV.
The value nQS» for ty = 15°, appears to increase sharply as Eg
*i) is the angle of incidence, defined with respect to the surface.

increases. This increase is steeper than may be expected from
the velocity dependence of the neutralization probability. Therefore it must be concluded that the ionization degree of neon,
after the violent collision, increases as E o increases. Moreover, for Eo = 5 keV, the n os - values of the scattered neon
particles are quite different for charged and for neutral projectiles (namely 4.5 and 0.15% respectively), whereas for Eo=
10 keV these values are about the same (~22%) in both cases.
This indicates that for low and for high E0-values different
ionization processes occur. This seems to be confirmed by the
measured energy differences between the QS peaks in the spectra
obtained with the different projectiles. The nOD-value changes
relatively slowly with increasing Eo. In conclusion: for a
distance of closest approach, r 0 , smaller than 0.28 A (7 keV
neon on copper, and 6 = 30°) an ionization process sets in
with a relatively high efficiency, and this efficiency still
increases for ro = 0.24 A (10 keV neon on copper, and 8 = 30°).
This is reflected in the shape of the energy spectra. The
TOF as well as the ESA spectra show a QS and a QD peak [9],
But the ratio of the heights of the QS and the QD peaks is
quite different in both cases. This ratio, namely, increases
in the ion spectra rapidly with increasing E o , whereas in the
total spectra it increases slowly as Eo increases.
The results of experiments with argon projectiles have been
described in chapter V. It turns out that in the ion spectra
the ratio of the heights of the QS and the QD peaks decreases
as E o increases, whereas in the total spectra this ratio rises
slowly. If E o increases, then the value of ntD increases faster
than the value of ruo» F o r t h e single collision (6 =30°) the
ionization degree appears to be constant in the measured Eoregion, whereas for the double scattering event it depends upon
Eo. In conclusion: an ionization process, with a relatively
high efficiency, occurs for r0-values smaller than 0.47 A (7 keV
argon on copper, and 9 = 15°), whereas for r<> values between
0.4 and 0.3 A (5 and 10 keV argon on copper, and 9 = 30 ° respectively) the ionization degree appears to be almost constant.
It is found that the value of ru,, is lower for argon than for
neon (ntg = 6 % for 10 keV argon).

The Tashkent model [17] appears to give a good qualitative
description of the measured ion fractions.In this model the
trajectory of the particle has been calculated. Interatomic
Auger processes between the ion and the target atom, occuring
along the trajectory of the particle, are used to describe the
neutralization. lonization takes place if the inelastic energy
loss, calculated with Firsov's formula [18], is larger than the
ionization energy of the node gas atom. Because the trajectories of the particles are used, multiple scattering processes
are also incorporated in the model.
A striking example of the correlation between the trajectory of the particle and its ion fraction is discussed in chapter
VI. This chapter shows the results with 10 keV argon projectiles scattered from a damaged copper surface. The damage is introduced by ion bombardment, with the target at room temperature. For rather large- and small ^-values, the peaks in the
ion spectra originate from particles scattered from damage
structures. The total spectra show two peaks; a low energy
peak, attributed to scattering from an isolated atom, and a
high energy peak, attributed to scattering from a chain of
atoms before or after the scattering by the isolated atom.
However, due to the correlation between the trajectories and
the neutralization processes,the ion spectra show the low energy peak for large lp-values only, whereas for small ijj-values two
peaks can be distinguished. Model calculations of scattering
processes from these damage structures predict two peaks, however, for both large and small i|;-values; indeed they are found
in the total spectra.
Because charge exchange processes are not included in the
model, the calculated spectra must be compared with TOF spectra
and not with ion spectra. This may also lead to a better estimate of the other model parameters [19]. The correspondence between model calculations and measured total spectra is demonstrated by comparing the calculated and the measured values for
the ratio of the heights of the QS and QD peaks for neon (chapter
IV) and for argon (chapter V ) . The chain model [6], as well as
the three atom model [20], are used to calculate this ratio. In
these models only two dimensional scattering processes are in-

corporated; neither out of plane scattering events, nor scattering from below the surface, are included. It appears that,
in the low index crystal directions, both models give a good
qualitative description of the scattering processes.
Three dimensional scattering events, e.g. zig-zag collisions
in the <210> direction, can have a relatively large cross section, and particles, which take part in such an event may have
a considerable ion fraction (chapter V ) . Careful interpretation
of the ESA and the TOF spectra, for different crystal directions,
can give information about the importance of these processes.
If ionization and neutralization probabilities are introduced into the model [16], and also thermal vibrations of the
atoms in the chain, then we may gain a better understanding
of the importance of the trajectory of the particle for the n value. The appearance of the rup-maximum, and the dependence
of nts upon ty, may also be explained.
Scattering experiments with other scattering angles and primary energies are useful for learning more about ionization
processes at surfaces. Scattering from other, well-defined,
surface structures (e.g. the stepped Cu(4lO) surface) provides
additional information about the correlation between the trajectory of the particle and its ion fraction.
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CHAPTER II.
THE MEASUREMENT OF ENERGY.SPECTRA OF NEUTRAL PARTICLES
IN LOW ENERGY ION SCATTERING; APPARATUS AND EXPERIMENTS.
Abstract
An apparatus is described for low energy (0.1-10 keV) ion
scattering (LEIS) experiments.
A time of flight (TOF) spectrometer is incorporated in the
system to be able to measure the energy of particles in the
neutral state after scattering. The energy resolution AE/E
of the TOF spectrometer is discussed and found to be 0.5%
(FWHM). This is sufficient for our scattering experiments.
An electrostatic analyzer (ESA) is used to measure the
energy of scattered ions (AE/E = 0 . 5 % (FWHM)).
Experiments show that in general the ion dose needed to obtain a TOF spectrum (2xlO10 ions/cm2) is much smaller than
the dose needed for an ESA-spectrum (6xlO13 ions/cm2). The
ion spectra measured with the TOF spectrometer, by subtracting the neutral yield from the total yield, as well as with
the ESA are found to agree quite well. This provides a way
to calibrate the TOF spectrometer. The determination of the
ion fraction of scattered particles is discussed (10 keV "°Ar+
on Cu(100), scattering angle 30°). It is shown that the TOF
spectrometer is able to measure light recoil particles (e.g.
hydrogen) from a heavy substrate.
In the analysing system is, in addition to the TOF spectrometer, also incorporated a stripping cell to measure the
energy of neutral scattered particles.
An energy spectrum of neutral scattered particles measured
with both methods is shown.

1.Introduction
Low energy (0.1-10 KeV) noble gas ion scattering (LEIS)
is a technique sensitive to the outermost surface layer.
This surface sensitivity is partly caused by the large cross
section for scattering in this energy range.
Therefore the probability of primary particles to be scattered
by the surface atoms is high, while particles that have penetrated the solid can hardly leave it again and reach the detector [1]. But also neutralization of the noble gas ions is
important for the surface sensitivity. Indeed a lot of noble
gas ions scattered from a metal surface are neutralized, but
particles that have penetrated the solid are neutralized to
a much larger extent [1,2] .

]
1

In LEIS experiments the information is derived from single
and multiple scattering experiments.
When single scattering is used the energy spectrum of scattered ions gives information on the composition of a surface.
The energy after scattering is simply given by applying the
conservation laws of energy and momentum [3,4,5] . However,
without knowledge of the fraction of particles leaving the
surface in an ionized state, quantitative analysis of the
outermost surface layer is very difficult.
Surface structures can be investigated by multiple scattering experiments [6] or by using shadow effects [7].
To understand multiple scattering results it is necessary to
perform model calculations of the scattering events.
For scattering from a single crystal surface the chain model
seems to give reasonable qualitative results [8]. However,
without adequate knowledge of the neutralization processes
a comparison of model calculations with the measured energy
spectra of scattered ions is very difficult.
But the energy spectra of all scattered particles (charged
as well as neutral) can be compared with model calculations,
thus eleminating the uncertainty of the neutralization probability [9] .
To study neutralization processes we built an apparatus
capable of analysing the energy of scattered particles in
the neutral and/or an ionized state. By comparing the energy
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spectra of scattered neutrals with ions it is possible to get
information about these phenomena.
To determine the energy of scattered ions we used an electrostatic analyzer (ESA) with an energy resolution AE/E of
0.5% (FWHM).
To analyse the energy of neutral scattered particles two
techniques are usually applied in LEIS:
1) The time of flight (TOF) method [1,10] and 2) a stripping
cell in front of the ESA(S-ESA) [11,12 ] .
In our apparatus both methods can be used.
When the TOP spectrometer is used, the target is bombarded by
ion pulses of short duration (~10 n s ) . The length of the
flightpath is chosen to obtain an energy resolution of about
0.5% (FWHM). To determine the ion fraction, defined as the number of scattered ions divided by the total number of scattered
particles (ions plus neutrals), the ions are deflected from
the scattered beam.
With the stripping cell we determine only the energy of
neutrals; the ions which leave the target are deflected before they reach the cell.
To calculate the ion fractions the efficiency of the stripping,
process and the energy loss of the neutrals passing the cell
have to be known accurately [ 12,13 ] .
In the schematic view of our setup, as shown in fig.l, can
be distinguished:
1) The primary beam system with a neutralizer cell to provide primary ions as well as neutrals, and the target
chamber.
2) The TOF spectrometer consisting of the chopper plates
CP to provide a pulsed primary beam, and the flight
path L between the target and Bendix detector.
3) The ESA with a Daly detector.
4) The stripping cell in front of the ESA.

The performance of the different components will be discussed.
Some experimental results on ion scattering, ion fractions
and the detection of light direct recoil particles are shown.
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Fig.l. A schematic view of the low energy ion scattering apparatus (not
to scale). The different slits and deflection plates are discussed
in the text. The distances a trough i are 193,114,143,297,94,51,
149,51,474 mm respectively.
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2.The primary beam system and target chamber.
The ion source* used is of the unoplasmatron type [14,15] .
The circular beam is transformed into a rectangular one byfour deflection plates (Dl).
The energy of the primary particles is 2 to 10 keV and the
energy spread is assumed to be less than l^oo(14].
To have a primary beam of a well defined mass, the ion beam
passes a 60° magnetic mass analyzer [ 16]. It is important to
remark that this magnetic analyzer prevents bombardment of the
target by

energetic neutrals, originating from the ion source

region. This is essential for TOF measurements, because energetic neutrals can provide a high uncorrelated background in
the time spectrum. The beam defining slits are S 3 and Sn (both
0.2 mm x 10 m m ) . The aperture angle of the primary ion beam
is 3.5x10"3 rad. The current density at the target is between
10" 8 and 10~ 6 A/cm 2 . Slit S2(0.8 mm x 10 mm) is introduced to
prevent the different isotopes of the noble gas ions to reach
the chopper region.
The neutralizer cell provides the possibility to use energetic
neutrals as primary particles; the plates D2 deflect the remaining ions from the beam. The sweeper and chopper plates, SW and
CP respectively, will be discussed in section 3.
The primary ion current is measured with a Faradaycup which
can be moved into the beam and is situated in the target
chamber. The target is mounted in a goniometer. The angle of
incidence \j> can be varied continuously. The azimuthal angle ij>
can be varied over 50°(see fig.4). Heating of the target is
feasible up to 750 K. The scattering angle 6 is variable in
steps of 10° between 0° and 90°.
Diffusion pumps are used to evaluate the primary beam system
(base pressure 2.6xlO~ 6 Pa). With a titanium

sublimation pump

and a turbomolecular pump a pressure of 1.3-2.6x10~8Pa, desirable to perform well defined surface experiments, is reached
in the target chamber after bakeout.
•kindly placed at our disposal by the FOM institute for atomic
and molecular physics, Amsterdam.
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Pig.2. The beam chopping system (not to scale).
The beam is swept across the Slit S3 and only ions which pass S3
reach the target (
) . E is the energy of the ions; E ='5111 v =qV
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3. The time of flight speotvometev
3^^ li_Introduction.
The time of flight spectrometer measures the time t it takes
a particle to cover a distance L (see fig.l).
Using the relation E =\ m(L/t)2 the time scale is converted
into an energy scale for a particle with a given mass m.
The number of particles N(t) reaching the detector is measured
in a constant time interval At. To convert the data to the
number of particles N(E) in a constant energy interval AE the
relation N(E)=(t3/mL2)- N(t) is used.
To provide a good time definition the incoming beam is devided into well defined ion pulses (~10 ns long). The time
width is an important factor for the energy resolution
(AE/E = 2At/t)of the spectrometer. The ion pulses are created
by sweeping the ion beam across slit S3 by means of a voltage
V
applied to the chopper plates CP.(fig's land 2 ) .
Some of the particles, passing S 3 , may, after scattering reach
the Bendix detector at the end of the flightpath. Timing signals are derived from V
and the Bendix detector. The demensions of the choppersystem and the flightpath are chosen
to achieve an energy resolution of 0.5%(FWHM), which is sufficient for most of the experiments, because the widths of the
scattering peaks are generally larger [4,16,17] .

The ion beam sweeps across S3 as a result of a square wave
voltage between + and -V c p applied to the chopper plates
(fig.1,2).
The width At of this ion pulse can be estimated [18,32].
An important contribution to At is the time At s it takes
an ion beam of finite width SJ. to cross S3. Because of the
dimensions of the system the time t c p an ion spends between
the chopper plates is larger than the risetime Tr(~20 ns) of
V
in our experiments.
Then At = is given by:
S3 + S^

2 V, d

2 I2+I1

v0 V
cp
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TABLE
S

2 =
d =
\~
X

2 =

1

0 .8

S

3 .0

L1 = 450

18 .0

L = 1116

3

0.2

184

dimensions of the chopper system (mm). See fig's 1 and 2.
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The meaning of the symbols is defined in fig.2.
A second contribution to At is caused by the fact that
an ion entering the electric field between the chopper plates is accelerated or decelerated dependent on the field at
the moment of its entrance. This also occurs when the ions
leave this region. Consequently the ions which pass S3 show
an energy spread of AEQ,, = 2 SB g V__(eV).
The corresponding time spread At
path L+L'(L' is a+b+c in fig.l)

depends upon the flight

(2)
(The energy after scattering is taken to be the same as the
energy before scattering). Because the ion pulse is bunched
[ 18] Ats and Atec
Q _ partly compensate each other. The ions
reaching Ss first have lost more energy than the other ions.
The bunching effect can be optimized by chosing a proper V .
For practical reasons one of our chopper plates is grounded.
Therefore the energy of all ions is increased or decreased
by qVcp (eV) if the slope of Vcp is positive or negative
respectively.
To obtain a primary beam with a well defined energy,the timing signals are only derived from the negative slope of
V ,therefore all ions have lost V
eV. The efficiency of
the TOF system is thus lowered by a factor 2, but this is
compensated by choosing a higher repetition frequency (section
3.5)
Due to the chopping process a small angle 3 (fig.2) is
introduced between the trajectories of the chopped ions
passing S3 and the axis of the system:

4d I2V0
This angle is small (~3xlO~'*rad) compared with the aperture
angle of the primary beam.
The chosen dimensions, given in table 1, are seriously influenced by the fact that the choppersystem had to fit into
the existing primary beam system [ 16 ].
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TABLE

2

At(FWHM)
E

o

m

AE/E(FWHM)
%

ns

keV

arau

calc.

4
6
8

4
4
4

2.2
4.0
5.7

exp.

4.0
4.4
4.8

calc.
0.17
0.39

exp.
0.32
0.43
0.53

10

4

5.9

5.5

0.63
0.73

3
4
7
6

40
40

10.4

14.9

0.22

0.32

3.5

13.9

0.09

0.35

40

14.3

0.47

0.43

131

20.3

13.0
16.1

0.34

0.27

0.68

Calculated and measured energy resolution of the TOF
spectrometer.

-20

10
20
t-t (ns)-»-

Fig.3. A time spectrum obtained with the chopped ion beam directed into the
TOF spectrometer (9=0°) for 7 keV **°Ar+ with a FWHM of 13 n s .
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The maximum value of V

is 40V
cp

; this value leads to a
pp

relatively high voltage with an acceptable risetime and
small jitter of the chopper electronics. The minimum value
of V
is 10 V .
cp
pp
3i3i_The_ener2Y_resolution_of_the_TOP_spectrometer.
The energy resolution is determined by the beam chopping
system, the length of the flightpath L and the detector.
The ions reaching the target have already travelled a disi

tince L (450 mm,a+b+c fig.l). The energy loss of these ions,
suffered in the scattering process, depends upon their interaction with the target.
This leads to different arrival times at the detector at a
distance L from the target.
To determine the time resolution and, with AE/E =2At/t
the energy resolution,the time width At, introduced by the
different parts of the TOF spectrometer, must be compared
with the flight time t for the distance L:
1) The time spread At , introduced by the chopper, has
two parts, A t g and A t g c given by (1) and (2).
2) Of course not all particles reaching the detector
follow exactly the same flightpath. Due to the apertures of the primary- and detection system small differences in pathlength occur. Calculations show thaJc
this contribution can be neglected in our case.
3) The detector introduces a time uncertainty At, of about
2 ns (FWHM) (section 3.4).
A length L of 1116 mm is chosen as a compromise between the
flightpath needed to obtain sufficient energy resolution and
acceptable dimensions of the apparatus.
For this length of the flightpath we can estimate the expected time width of the TOF spectrometer.
The energy spread of the primary beam, A E 0 , gives a contribution to the total At of
Ate

= % iiJL±:
vo

Eo
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To estimate the total width At we must combine all contributions. The compensation of Ats by Atec(section 3.2) is taken into account and Sg and S' are taken to be 0.8 and 0.5
mm respectively. The At(FWHM)is estimated assuming gaussian
shaped profiles for the different contributions. Their FWHM
is chosen the same as the FWHM of the theoretical profiles.
With the exception of At and At ,the different contributions to At are independent; the resulting FWHM is obtained
by a convolution. Table 2 shows the results for a few cases.
To check the properties of the apparatus we performed experiments using a scattering angle of 0°, i.e. the primary
beam enters directly the TOF spectrometer. The maximum value
of V ,20 V,was used in these experiments. Fig.3 shows a
gaussian-like time distribution for 7 keV argon. The measured widths are also given in table 2. It appears that most
of the measured At values are somewhat larger than the calculated ones. This might be due to the assumptions made in
the calculations, e.g. the beam profile might not be so
well defined; this has a large influence on the results.
In the case of low energy ions
a calculation shows
that AE
gives the most important contribution.
When an energy resolution of 0.5% (FWHM) is required and
V
is20 V,then it appears that the lower limit in energy
is 2.1 keV. This limit can be lowered by decreasing V^^.
cp
In the present setup the minimum value of V
is 5 V, which
corresponds to 0.5 keV particles with an energy resolution
of 0.5%(FWHM). For 0.5 keV ions and a V
value of 5 V, At g
is much smaller than At
ec
In principle the compensation of At by At
allows a better
s
ec
energy resolution and thus a lower energy of the primary particles.
For higher energies,i.e. larger velocities, At is the determining factor for At(e.g. 10 keV He ) . By chosing a longer flight path L and/or a higher value for V
the resolution can be improved in this case.
3_. 4i_The_detector.
The contribution of the detector to the time spread must be
20

small and its detecting area large. The Bendix M 306 magnetic resistance multiplier has a flat cathode, so only small
differences in pathlength are introduced.
An additional advantage of the M 306 is its relatively large
cathode area (15 x 18 m m 2 ) .
Therefore the solid angle of the TOF spectrometer is still
appreciable despite the large distance L from the target.
The aperture angle is 8.2 x 10~3rad and the solid angle
2.4 x 10~5 steradians, determined by the slits S6,S9 (fig.D.
The same slits are used for the ESA.
A fast SAIP preamplifier is used (T ~5 ns). The timing pulse
is derived with a leading edge discriminator resulting in a
time uncertainty of about 2 ns (FWHM).
The efficiency of the Bendix is high (-.90%) and independant of the energy of the particle for energies larger than
about 5 keV [ 16 ].
Therefore it is not necessary to correct the shape of the
timespectrum of particles with an energy larger than 5 keV
for the detection efficiency.
We assumed in our experiments that the efficiency of the detector for neutrals and ions are equal. Due to the relatively
high energy of the particles this is a reasonable assumption[20],
To avoid an influence of the charge of the scattered particles on the measured flight time,the entrance grid of the
Bendix is grounded.
3i5i_The_measurement_gf_TOF_s2ectra.
The flight time is measured using a Time to
Amplitude Convector (TAC) with a Multi Channel Analyser (MCA). The timescale of the TAC is calibrated by using standard techniques.
Usually we apply the detector pulse as a start signal. The
stop signal is given by a suitably delayed pulse derived from
the negative slope of V . With this choice the deadtime of
the system is reduced because the detector signal has a lower
rate than the chopper signal.
During measurements the delay time is chosen such that the
interesting part of the timespectrum is measured with sufficient resolution of the MCA-time scale.
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The mean number of particles in the flight tube per bunch
of ions has to be less than one; otherwise the particles
with the highest velocity will be measured preferentially.
In our experiments the total width of the time spectra
is usually small compared with the total flight time of the
particles (~200 ns and~5ys respectively).
The repetition time is reduced till it is only slightly larger than the width of the interesting part of the spectrum.
When the repetition time is smaller than the flight time a
few bunches of particles are simultaneously on their way
in the TOF spectrometer and the direct correlation between
a chopper pulse and the corresponding particle arriving at
the detector is lost. The start and stop pulse do not belong
to the same bunch of ions and one or two repetition periods
of the chopper are included in the total flight time.
Therefore this method is only possible if the repetition time
is very constant. This is achieved by deriving the repetition
time as well as the delay time from the same 10 MHz quartz
oscillator. The repetition and delay time are constant within
a few ns's. The highest and lowest frequencies are 500 and
12.5 kHz respectively with the used electronics.
As mentioned in section 3.2, to derive a timing pulse only
the negative slope of the chopper signal is used.
Of course also the positive slope of V
causes a bunch of
particles. The scattered particles originating from these
bunches are not used in our experiments; to lower the ion dose
necessary for a spectrum these ions should not reach the target.
Therefore these ions are deflected by the sweeper plates SW
(fig.l) near the ion source; at the moment that the slope of
V
is positive no ions pass slit S2.To avoid interference
with the normal chopping process these ions are deflected upwards. Without increasing the background in the spectrum due
to low energy particles,the repetition frequency of V , and
thus also of V s w , may be chosen a factor two higher when the
sweeper plates are used.
The ions are deflected periodically (period ~6 s) from the
scattered beam by the plates D 3 and the results of ions plus
neutrals and neutrals only are stored in two different parts
of the MCA memory. For both spectra the same detector and elec22

tronic equipment is used. The TOF ion spectrum is determined
by subtracting the neutrals from the total spectrum. The total
flight time is calibrated by equalizing the energy of scattered
ions measured with the TOF spectrometer and the ESA. The advantage of this procedure is that the calibration can be carried
out during the actual experiments.
The current density at the target is about 10~ 10 to 10~12A/cm2
when the TOF spectrometer is used.
4. The eleetrostatio analyser.
To determine the energy of the ions leaving the target an
electrostatic analyser (ESA) is used. It is a 90° cylindrical
condensor with a mean radius of curvature of 200 mm (fig.l).
The distance between the plates is 20 mm. The ions which leave
the ESA are detected by a Daly-type ion-electron convertor [19].
The calculated energy resolution AE/E at half maximum of this
system is O.5xlO~2 and agrees with measurements carried out
with a beam of 6 keV Argon ions directly entering the ESA
(6 is 0 °). The shape of the ESA spectra has to be corrected
for the fact that AE/E is constant. The aperture angle of the
ESA is 8.2x10"3 rad and the solid angle 1.5xlO~5sr; they are
determined by S 6 , S 9 and Sio- The slits S 6 and S 9 are also used
for the TOF spectrometer (section 3.4). The geometry is such
that if \p is larger than 4.5° and the aligment is correct, the
ESA sees all impact points on the target.
S. The stripping cell.
An alternative method to measure the energy of neutral particles is the use of a stripping cell in front of the ESA [11,20].
The neutrals are partly ionized in the cell by a suitably chosen stripping gas and the energy of these ions is determined
with the ESA(S-ESA).
The length of the stripping cell is 149 mm and the entrance
and exit slits are S7 and Se(both 1.1 mm x 10 mm). If scattering due to the stripping process of the neutrals occurs in the
cell the aperture angle and solid angle are determined by S5
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20
Fig.4. The yield of ions plus neutrals as a function of the measured flight
time for 10 keV 2 0 N e + on a "dirty" Cu(lOO) surface. The flightpath
L=1116 mm. The peaks A,B and C are caused by recoil H and C atoms
and by Ne Scattered from the surface respectively. The insert shows
peak D due to Cu recoils from a clean surface.
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(3 mmx 10 mm) and S7 and are 2.9xlO~2rad and 5xlO~5sr respectively. The cell, the ESA and the detectors are situated in
the same vacuum system. When the cell is used typical pressures are 6.6,1.3xlO~3and 1.3xlO~5Pa in the cell, analyser
system and target chamber respectively.
These values are obtained by differential pumping.
6. Experimental Results.
6_.li_Light_atgms_on_a_heavY_substrate
One of the interesting possibilities of the TOF technique
is the detection of light particles on a heavy substrate when
a forward scattering angle is used, as proposed in [ 21 ] .
Let us consider an noble gas ion with mass mi and primary
energy Eo and a target consisting of atoms with mass n»2.
The energy of the noble gas particles after scattering from
the target atoms is given by
I2

{(cos 6+(y2-sin26)^ j ; (5)
Eo
V

z

where Ei is the energy after scattering and 6 the scattering
angle.
Ofcourse it is also possible that by the ion impact recoil
occurs. In a direct recoil process the energy of the recoil
particle is given by
E 2 /E 0 = — ^ —
cos26 ; 6<90°
2
(l+y)

(6)

If a forward scattering angle is used (30° in our case) one
can calculate that the expected flight time of a light recoil
atom (m2<mi) is smaller than the flight time of a noble gas
particle scattered from the heavy substrate.
Although the recoil atoms have a low energy, they still have
a large velocity due to their low mass.
Therefore they are separated in the time spectrum from the
scattered noble gas particles.
This is demonstrated in fig's 4 and 5.
Fig.4 shows the flight time spectrum measured with 10 keV neon
ions scattered by a Cu(100) surface.
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By prolonged exposure (~60 hr) to the residual gas in the
target chamber this surface was contaminated. The scattering
plane is in the <100> direction, \f> is 15° and 6 is 30°.
Three peakes are distinguished which can be explained by recoil hydrogen (A) and carbon (B) and neon scattered from a
dirty copper surface (C). Peak- A and B cannot originate from
neon scattered by impurities at the surface because even
a neon particle with the primary energy of 10 keV has a longer flight time.
For 6 keV argon ions the time difference between peaks A
and B is smaller (fig.5) as can be expected when they originate from recoil hydrogen (A) and carbon (B). Recoil copper
atoms appear when the target is clean, as shown in the insert
in fig.4(D). Because these particles have a larger flight time than
the scattered primary particles they are superimposed on the low
energy tail of scattered neon. Fig.5 also shows the flight time
spectrum of 6 keV argon ions after cleaning the target. The
yield of dirty and clean surfaces are normalized to the primary
beam current. The carbon and hydrogen recoil peaks have disappeared. The energy and the height of the peak attributed to
argon scattered from copper is increased and two peaks can be
distinguished (QS and QD peaks section 6-2).
It appears possible to identify a hydrogen adsorbate with
the TOF spectrometer. It is not possible to demonstrate the
presence of hydrogen in a straight forward way with LEIS. Then
only indirect information can be obtained from shadowing of the
substrate [22] and/or different neutralization behaviour of the
noble gas ions [23]. It is very difficult to measure light recoil ions with the ESA because they are superimposed on the low
energy tail of the scattered noble gas ions and their charged
fraction will be small as indicated by the small positive charged fraction of scattered hydrogen in this energy range [33].
However, some experiments have been carried out for heavier recoils [24,25], The energy spectra of direct recoil ions strongly
depend on the surface structure [24,25]; careful interpretation
of their shape gives information on the structure of the topmost
layer of a surface.
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By measuring the recoils with TOF as a function of <|> and ty
it must be possible to obtain additional information on the
sorption site of an atom, even for hydrogen.
Measuring recoils with the TOF spectrometer seems to be a
promising way to study hydrogen covered surfaces.

Fig.6 shows a result of a scattering experiment using the
TOF spectrometer (all scattered particles), and the ESA (ions).
10 keV argon ions are used as primary particles, 9 is 30"and
i|> is 15°. The scattering plane is in the <310> direction of
the Cu(100) face.
The target is cleaned by bombardment with argon ions. To avoid
influence of damage created by the bombarding ions on the spectra,
the measurements are carried out at a target temperature of
550 K [ 8] .
The TOF results are converted to an energy scale; this scale is
calibrated using the ESA-spectrum as a reference (section 6.3).
The yield in both spectra is given as the number of scattered
particles in a constant energy interval and is normalized at
the maximum yield.
Both spectra show two peaks. The low energy peak close to
the theoretical binary scattering energy (E/E0=.84O) can be
associated with the quasi single (QS) process, i.e. one close
collision preceeded and followed by a few dis.tant collisions.
The high energy peak can be associated with quasi double (QD)
scattering i.e. two close collisions and a few distant collisions before and after the main deflections [ 8] .
The pronounced QS and QD peaks snd the small low energy tail
suggest that the TOF results are dominated by particles scattered from the surface.
It should be noted that the yield in the low energy tail of
the ion spectrum is smaller than in the TOF spectrum as compared to the QS yield.
This illustrates the increased surface sensitivity of LEIS
due to neutralization phenomena.
The required ion dose for a TOF spectrum is much smaller
than for an ESA spectrum. The main reasons are:
27
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0-76 0-80 0-84 0 8 8 0-92 0-96 100
E/E o *Fig.6. The energy spectra for 10 keV ^"flr scattered from the Cu(lOO) surface. The TOF spectra (ions plus neutrals) as well as the ESA spectrum show well defined quasi single scattering (QS) and quasi double
scattering (QI>) features.
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TOF spectra for 6 keV 4 U Ar scattered from a "damaged" surface. The
damage is caused by ion bombardment and the spectra for different
bombarding doses are shown.
Under the used experimental conditions the TOF spectrum takes about
2X10 11 ions/cm2 and an ESA spectrum 6xlO1£* ions/cm2.
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1) The TOF spectrometer is a multichannel analyzer and the
ESA a single channel analyzer.
2) With the TOF spectrometer all scattered particles, ions
as well as neutrals, are analysed but with the ESA ions
only while the ion fraction of the scattered particles
is small in most cases.
This is illustrated by the dose used for the spectra in
fig.6. Calculated for a yield of 1000 counts at the maximum
of the QS peak the ion dose is 6x10 1 3 ions/cm 2 for the ESA
spectrum and 2x10 1 0 ions/cm 2 for the TOF spectrum. Of course
the dose does not only depend on the number of counts required for both spectra but also on the number of data-points
in the ESA spectrum, the time resolution of the MCA scale in
the TOF case and the scattering cross section.
Furthermore,lower ion fractions result in a higher dose needed
for the ESA spectrum.
In general the dose needed for a TOF spectrum is only a
fraction of a monolayer, thus the damage created at the surface by the primary ion beam will be quite small. Therefore
it is possible with TOF to investigate the influence of surface damage on the shape of the energy spectrum.
By chosing proper scattering conditions, i.e. non specular
reflection, the damage caused by the primary beam, can be
demonstrated in the energy spectrum of scattered particles
[6,26], To damage a Cu(100) face in the <100> direction with
<l> is 20° we used 6 keV argon ions. After applying a certain dose
a TOF spectrum was measured for ip is 27°. During the experiments the target temperature was 300 K. Fig.7 shows the results;
the influence of the ion dose on the shape and yield of the
spectra is evident. The F peak, with an energy slightly higher
than the binary collision energy can be explained by single
scattering from a step atom and the high energy peak, F 1 , by
scattering from a step atom followed by scattering from an
ideal chain behind this atom. By using a larger ion dose, resulting in an increase of the surface damage, the F 1 peak appears to shift to higher energies.
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Fig.8. TOF spectra of ions plus neutrals and neutrals. From these spectra
the ion fraction for 10 keV k0Ar+ scattered from a Cu(lOO) surface
is determined.
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Fig.9. 10 keV "*0Ar+ scattered from a Cu(100) surface.
a) Ion spectra measured with the TOF spectrometer (.) and the ESA(+)
b) The ion fraction ni|"=I+/(I++I°).
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This may be explained by a decrease in the length of
the ideal chain behind the step atom. An indication for this
explanation is given by the preliminary results of scattering
from a stepped Cu(410) face which shows a strong dependence
of the energy of the high energy damage peak on the effective
plateau length [ 27] .
Also the height of the F peak increases with the ion dose.
This is caused by the increasing number of isolated atoms
(step atoms) when the surface is damaged by the primary beam.
At low dose the height of the F peak increases with dose until a saturation level is reached.This is also measured in
ion scattering experiments on a Ni(llO) surface [28].
6i3_Measurement_of_ign_fractigns
Fig's 8 and 9 show an ion fraction measurement for 10 keV
argon ions scattered from a Cu(100) face along a <100> direction; 6 and 4> are 30° and 15° respectively. To avoid influence of the damage caused by the ion beam the target is kept
at 550 K [ 8] . For this specular reflection conditions the
main contribution to the spectrum are particles scattered
from a ideal chain; a QS and QD peak occur (see also fig's
5,6). The tail at the high energy side might be due to quasi
triple scattering [8,29].
The ion fraction n + is defined as the ratio of the ion
yield and the total yield (ions plus neutrals) at a certain
energy after scattering: r\ = I /(I +1°).
When the scattering cross section does not-depend on the
charge state of the particles then n contains only information on the neutralization phenomena.
To obtain the ion fraction the following procedure is used;
the energy spectra of ions plus neutrals and neutrals only are
measured with the TOF spectrometer. Because the same electronic equipement is used for both spectra the timescales (energy scales) are the same and the scattered ion yield I is obtained by subtracting the corresponding channels of the MCA
memory. Fig.9 shows that the agreement of the TOF ion spectrum
and ESA ion spectrum is quite good despite the high ion dose
used for the ESA spectrum.
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Fig.10. The energy spectra of neutral scattered particles measured with
TOF (o) and the stripping cell in front of the ESA (•). The corresponding ESA spectrum of ions (+) is also shown.
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Fig.11. A pronounced surface peak in the TOF (a) as well as the ESA (b)
spectrum of 10 keV "*He+ scattered from the Cu(lOO) surface.
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To compare both ion spectra the area of the ESA ion spectrum
is normalized to that of the TOF ion spectrum.
The timescale of the TOF spectrum is shifted to let both
spectra coincide.
This is obtained with a least square curve fit of the maxima
of both spectra. In this way the total
TOF time scale is
calibrated.
The ion fraction is found by dividing the TOF ion spectrum by
the total spectrum.
The statistics of the TOF spectra determines the accuracy of
the ion fractions. Certainly for low ion fractions this is a
severe limitation. The statistics of the ion spectrum, directly measured with the ESA, are better in many cases.
Therefore the ESA ion spectrum is often used to calculate the
ion fractions. The absolute error is still large (~20%) but
the error in the relative values of the ion fractions at different final energies is much smaller (~10%).
The result is shown in fig.9b. The ion fraction shows maxima near the QS and QD energies. This means that the ion signal
from the surface is enhanced with respect to the ion signal
from the bulk. It also indicates a strong correlation between
the ion fraction and the trajectory of the particle at the
surface.
The same behaviour is found for neon scattered from a Cu(100)
face, but the value of the ion fraction of neon is considerably higher than for argon [2],
6i4_Results_with_the_striggin3_cell.
Fig.10 shows two energy spectra of the neutral particles
originating from 9 keV neon ions specularly reflected from
a Cu(100) face in the <210> direction.
The spectra are measured with the TOF spectrometer as well
as the stripping cell (S-ESA). The pressure of the stripping
gas helium in the cell was 48 Pa. The ESA ion spectrum is also
given. The shape of the spectra is mainly determined by the
QS and QD peaks.
The yields are normalized near the QS energy.
Fig.10 shows clearly the energy loss (-30 eV) of the S-ESA
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neutrals due to the stripping process.
Also the energy loss ("20 eV) of the ions with respect to the
TOP neutrals is remarkable. It indicates that the ions might
be involved in a reio: .sing process during the scattering
process at the surface [ 2].
The different ratios of the yield of neutrals in the QS
and QD peaks is caused by the energy dependence of the efficiency of the cell. If the S-ESA spectrum is corrected
for this energy dependence both spectra are quite similar.
This indicates that the shape of the S-ESA spectrum is not
influenced by metastables, which might be created in the
scattering process at the surface.
This is important because the cross section for stripping
depends upon the energy state of the neutral particle.
To determine the ion fraction of the scattered particles
with the stripping cell, the efficiency of the cell and the
energy loss of the neutrals have to be taken into account.
The efficiency is about 3% in this case. One has to keep in
mind that the pressure in the target chamber, which might influence the ion fraction, is rather high when the cell is
used. Moreover the ion dose needed to obtain a S-ESA spectrum
is considerably higher than for a TOF spectrum. A more detailed comparison of both methods will be published elsewhere
[13] .
6i5_The_shap.e_of_the_energy__sgectra.
The energy spectra in fig's 6,8 and 10 show the typical QS
and QD features as expected from the chain model. One also
expects that the double scattering is more pronounced when
the energy of the ions is lower, their mass is higher and the
interatomic spacing of the chain is smaller [30,29,8].
In the neon spectrum for example (fig.10) the double scattering peak is not very pronounced due to the low mass of neon
and the smaller separation in energy of the QS and QD peaks
as compared to argon.
For 10 keV argon (fig.8) the yields of the QS and QD peak
are almost the same and even some indications of QT scattering can be seen. Fig's 6 and 8 show both data for 10 keV
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argon but the crystal directions are different.
Because the interatomic spacing in the <310> direction is
larger than in the <100> direction one may expect that the
yield for the QD peak is smaller.
The results for 10 keV helium scattered from the Cu(100) face
are shown in fig.11. The scattering plane is in the <100> direction, 9 is 30° and ip is 15°. The influence of the mass of
the ion on the shape of the spectra is clearly demonstrated;
the QS and QD peak are not resolved. For a lower mass the
scattering cross section and the energy difference between
QS and QD scattering are smaller.
One also expects that for helium the contribution of particles scattered from below the surface increases because
for helium particles scattered from below the surface
it is relatively easy to leave the target again and reach the
detector. This has been nicely demonstrated for helium on polycrystalline Ni [12] .
Our results as well show a relatively high low energy tail
(fig.lla) as compared with the neon and argon results.
Nevertheless, a well defined surface peak occurs. This is due
to channeling effects, because in the <100> direction of a
Cu(100) face planar channeling tends to reduce the yield of
particles scattered from below the surface.
This effect is pronounced for helium. For neon and argon the
planar channeling does not reduce the yield from below the
surface to a large extend for our experimental conditions.
Comparison of the argon results for the <310> and <100> direction shows no large variation in the low energy yield of
the TOF spectra (fig's 6,8). The energy spectrum of helium
ions is shown in fig.lib. The ratio of the single scattering
yield to the yield in the low energy tail for the ESA spectrum is much higher than for the TOF spectrum.
This again demonstrated the effect of preferential neutralization of ions which penetrate the solid.
7> Conaluding remarks.
In the described apparatus a rectangular shaped ion beam
and rectangular slits are used. This is advantageous for a TOF
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system because a beam of a relatively large area is swept across
a narrow slit resulting in a short ion pulse, while the number
of ions per bunch is relatively high. Other TOF spectrometers
used for LEIS employ circular ion beams and diafragms and also
different chopper systems and flight paths. Their energy resolution AE/E is generally larger (about 5% (FWHM) [1,21,31,10].
Because the energy resolution of the ESA and TOF is
about the same and the FWHM of the scattered ion peaks is
generally larger than the energy resolution, the ion spectra
as determined by both methods are the same.
Therefore the calibration of the TOF spectrometer can be carried out by comparing the ion spectra, i.e. without assuming
a certain peak to be the binary collision peak [l].This is especially important when small scattering angles are used because in that case multiple scattering effects tend to influence the energy of the binary scattering peak.
The ion dose needed for TOF experiments is found to be
much smaller than for the ESA spectra which is in agreement
with observations of others [31].
The ion fractions of the scattered particles can be determined in a straightforward way without carrying out corrections
for energy difference between total and neutral spectra. Energy
loss of neutrals has to be taken into account when using the
stripping cell [12,13]. The energy spectra of neutral scattered particles determined with the TOF spectrometer and the
S-ESA method seem to agree quite well.
As suggested in [21] it is possible to measure light direct
recoils from a heavy substrate with the TOF spectrometer if
a forward scattering angle is used.
Although the recoils have a low energy, they are separated in
the time spectrum from the scattered signal due to their high
velocity.
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CHAPTER III.
A COMPARISON BETWEEN TIME OF PLIGHT AND STRIPPING CELL
METHODS USED IN LOW ENERGY ION SCATTERING.

Abstraat.
In low energy noble gas ion scattering (LEIS) neutralization plays an important role. Comparison of energy spectra
of neutral scattered particles with ion spectra, and.ionfractions derived from these data, provides information on neutralization. To measure the energy of neutrals in our energy
range (2-10 keV) we used a time of flight (TOF) spectrometer
as well as a stripping cell in front of the electrostatic
analyzer (S-ESA).
The results of both methods are compared for argon and
neon neutrals of 5-10 keV with helium, nitrogen and argon
as stripping gas.
To investigate the properties of the cell we used neutral
particles, obtained by scattering from a Cu(100) surface.
The efficiency K of the cell is determined for different
energies of the neutrals and pressures in the cell. Values
of K between 5% and 10" 3 % are found.
After correcting for the energy dependence of K and the
energy loss of the neutrals in the cell, the energy spectra
and ion fractions obtained with TOF and S-ESA agree quite
well. This suggests that metastables, which might be created
in the scattering process at the surface, have no influence
on the shape of the energy spectrum when the S-ESA method
is used.
It appears that for low ion fractions (<1%) the stripping
cell has some advantages. In most cases, however, the TOF
spectrometer is preferred because: 1) there is no stripping
gas in the target chamber and 2) the ion dose needed to obtain ion fractions (~10M ions/cm2) is about three orders
of magnitude lower.
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1.Introduction.
Low energy (0.1-10 keV) noble gas ion scattering is a
technique used to investigate the composition and structure
of the outermost surface layer of a solid.
When the ions are scattered by a single collision the energy after scattering is simply related to the mass of the
noble gas ion and to that of the target atom (Smith 1971,
Brongersma et al 1973). To investigate surface structures
multiple scattering data and the shadowing technique are
used (Begemann et al 1972, Heiland et al 1977).
The surface sensitivity is due to 1) neutralization of
the noble gas ions, i.e. the ions that have entered the solid
are preferentially neutralized, and 2) the large scattering
cross section in this energy range; as a consequence a lot
of particles are scattered from the surface and moreover it
is difficult for particles that have penetrated the solid
to leave it again and reach the detector (Buck et al 1975).
Up till now most of the ion scattering work has been carried out by measuring the energy of scattered ions only. However, for quantitative analysis, but also to investigate neutralization phenomena, the energy spectrum of scattered particles in a neutral and in an ionized state should be measured.
The ion yield I + and the total yield I++I°(ions plus neutrals) determine the ion fraction n + =I + /(I + +I°), which gives
information about the neutralization process.
Furthermore the scattering behaviour of noble gas ions from
surface structures can be investigated more thoroughly; because no uncertainty about the neutralization is involved we
can compare
the energy spectra of all scattered particles
with the results of model calculations (Poelsema et al 1977,
Hou et al 1979).
To measure the energy of neutrals and to determine the ion
fractions in our energy range a time of flight (TOF) spectrometer (Buck et al 1975, Agamay et al 1978) is used as well
as a stripping cell in front of the electrostatic analyzer
(S-ESA) (Chicherov et al 1972, Eckstein et al 1978).
Both methods are incorporated in our apparatus.
When the neutrals pass through the stripping cell electron
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loss and capture processes occur.
The efficiency of the cell, i.e. the number of ions detected
at the exit of the electrostatic analyzer (ESA) divided by
the number of neutrals that enter the cell, is determined by
the cross section of these capture and loss processes and by
the occurrence of elastic scattering of the particles from
the cell gas. These processes are energy dependent.
Furthermore the neutral particles lose some energy in the
stripping process; the energy loss appears to be nearly equal
to the ionization energy.
To obtain the shape of the S-ESA spectrum and also to determine the ion fractions we have to take these effects into account.
One has to be careful in the interpretation of S-ESA data because metastables, which might be created in the scattering
process at the surface, can have a different ionization probability (Gibbody et al 1970) and therefore they can influence the shape of the spectra.
We compared S-ESA and TOF methods to determine the energy of
neutral scattered particles and the ion fraction of the scattered beam.
The details of the processes in the stripping cell were not
investigated
2. The apparatus.
A schematic view of the apparatus is shown in fig.l. The details of the apparatus are described elsewhere (Luitjens et al
1979 a ). Only the features of importance for the experiments
described in this paper are discussed.
The unoplasmatron ion source provides a beam of primary iorrs
(2-10 keV) which are selected according to their mass with a
60° magnetic analyzer. The current density at the Cu(iOO) target varies between 10~8 and 10~6A/cm2. When the TOF spectrometer is used the current density is considerably lower;
The target is mounted on a goniometer which allows continuous
variation of the angle of incidence ^ and of the azimuthal angle
<t> of the target. The scattering angle 9 has a fixed value of
30°.
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F i g . l . A schematic view of the apparatus. The TOF spectrometer as well as
the stripping cell are. used to analyse the energy of neutral scattered particles.
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The energy of the particles in an ionized state is determined
with an ESA while a Daly type ion-electron convector is used
as a detector. The energy resolution AE/E of the ESA is 0.5%
(FWHM).
The energy of the particles in an neutral state can be determined in two ways: 1) by the TOF spectrometer, with a flight
path L of 1116 mm, and an energy resolution AE/E of about
0.5% (FWHM)
(Luitjens et al 1979a). A Bendix M306 magnetic resistance multiplier is used as a detector.
2) by the stripping cell in front of the ESA (S-ESA).
Typical ion doses required to obtain ESA, TOF and S-ESA spectra are lO1", 2.1010 and 101" ions/cm2 respectively.
The aperture angle of the primary beam is 3.5x10"3 rad. For
the ESA and the TOF spectrometer it is determined by the slits
S6and S 9 (1 mm x 10 mm each) and is 8.2xlO"3 rad (fig.l).
The solid angles of the ESA and TOF system are 1.5xlO~5sr and
2.4xlO~5sr respectively. When i/i is larger than 4.5° the beamspot on the target is smaller than the target area seen by the
analyzing system.
The distance between the entriance and the exit slits S7 and SB
(fig.l) of the stripping cell (both 1.1 mm x 10 mm) is 149 mm.
The aperture angle at the exit of the stripping cell is 4.3xlO~2
rad (S e ,S 9 ). The solid angle of the ESA with respect to Sa and
determined by Sg and S10 is 4.3xlO~J|sr. If scattering of neutral
particles in the cell occurs the slits S 5 and S7 determine the
aperture and the solid angle of the S-ESA system; the values
are 2.9xlO~2 rad and 5x10"5sr respectively.
The stripping cell is situated in a small chamber which
allows differential pumping. The pressure in this cell is calculated from the pumping speed and the dimensions of the slits
in the differential pumping system. This is a rather indirect
method and therefore one must be careful in the interpretation
of the absolute pressure. On the other hand, when the cell is
only used to ionize the scattered neutrals, the absolute pressure is not very important.
Typical values for the pressure in the different parts of the
system, with stripping gas in the cell are: 6.7 Pa in the cell,
1.33xlO~3Pa in the analyzer system (base pressure 6.7xlO~6Pa)
and 1.33xlO~5Pa in the target chamber (base pressure -2.6xlO~8Pa)
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3.Speatva and -ion fraetions measured with the TOF spectrometer.
The flight time t which a scattered particle takes to reach
the detector at the end of the flight path L (1116 mm) is measured using a time to amplitude converter with a multichannel
analyzer. The flight time t of a particles with a given mass
m is converted into its energy E with the relation:

The number of counts N(t) is measured per constant time interval. These data are converted to the number of counts per constant energy interval (N(E) by using the relation:
N(E) = - t
i - N(t)

(2)

mL 2

By measuring alternately the energy spectra of neutrals and
of neutrals plus ions, the ion fraction n , defined as the ratio
of the ion yield and the total yield (ions plus neutrals)/ is
determined for different values of the energy of the scattered
particles. Since the same electronic equipment

is used for

both measurements the flight times of the particles in the two
spectra can be compared directly. Subtraction of the neutral
spectrum from the total spectrum produces the ion spectrum as
measured with the TOF spectrometer. The time scale of the TOF
spectrometer is calibrated by adjusting the total flight time
in such a way that the maxima of the TOF ion spectrum and of
the ESA ion spectrum coincide. The ESA spectrum is normalized
to the TOF ion spectrum by equating the areas. The agreement
between both spectra turns out to be very good (Luitjens et al
1979 b ).
The error (5-30%) in the absolute value of ri depends upon
the statistics of the TOF spectra. Especially for small fractions this is a severe limitation. By using the yield of the
TOF ion spectrum and the shape of the ESA spectrum

the error

in the relative value of r\ at different energies appears to
be 10%. In those parts of the energy spectrum where the ion
fraction is very low, this fraction can thus be determined
with relatively high accuracy.
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The absolute

value of n has to be at least 1% in any part of the energy
spectrum to allow accurate determination with our TOF system.
For smaller fractions the measuring time is too long.
4.The stripping aell.
4_. l_theory_
To measure the energy spectrum of neutral scattered particles and to determine the ion fraction with a stripping cell
the efficiency of the cell must be known for different values
of the energy of the scattered particle and also the energy
loss of the neutral particle during the stripping process (e.g.
Verbeek et al 1977, Eckstein et at 1978). The efficiency K is
defined as the ratio of the number N + . of ionized particles
out
which leave the cell and are then measured with the ESA to the
/N°
number N°.
in of incoming neutral particles; K = N out / N .in
Important factors determining K are the electron loss cross
section a,(E), the electron capture cross section a (E) and
the cross section for elastic scattering a (E). Assuming that
s
elastically colliding particles leave the beam,we can give
the efficiency K as:
(l-exp(l/A )) . exp(-l/A )
with

(3)

I/A = N { G + a , ) , I/A = Na
G

1

C

J.

S

S

= the length of the cell; 149 mm

N
= 4.7xl018x p, gas atoms/cm3
p is the pressure in Pa.
The first two factors are due to capture and loss processes
and the third factor to the loss of particles by elastic scattering. Fig.2 shows a graph of K plotted against the pressure
in the cell for two cases; a +a-,-a and a +o i <CT s «
The pressure scale is defined by using the scattering cross
section measured in our experiments for 8.7 keV argon on argon
and helium respectively (section 4.2.4, table 1 ) .
The capture and loss cross sections used in the calculation of
K for argon on argon are 3.35X10"17cm2 and 5.73xlO~19cm2 respectively (oc+a-,-a ) . They are obtained by fitting K, as calcula45

10

100
Pce||<Pa)-

Fig.2. The expected behaviour of the efficiency of the stripping cell (K)
as a function of the pressure in the cell, a ,a. an a are the cross
sections for capture, loss and elastic collisions respectively. Experimental values of K for 8.80 keV argon on argon are shown.
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ted by (3) to the data of section 4.2.4 which are also shown
in fig.2. The general behaviour of K as a function of p seems
to be described fairly well by (3). For argon on helium a and
a^ are chosen to be both 5xlO~19cm2{0 +a,<a ) . We could not obtain a good fit with experiments although the general features
are reproduced. Perhaps multiple scattering effects, not included in (3), increase K at higher pressures. To our knowledge
no values for a and a, suitable for our experimental conditions
S

X

are available from the literature.
In the low pressure region there is a linear dependence of
K on the pressure (linear region) for both cases; the influence of elastic scattering can be ignored.
At higher pressure, elastic scattering becomes important and
the succesive capture and loss processes approach the equilibrium value. As a consequence the effieciency K decreases, and
the reduction increases with a .
ii2_The_groperties_of_the_strigpincj_cell.
4_.2il_ Introduction.
A beam of neutral particles, obtained by scattering of ions
from a copper surface, is used to investigate the properties
of the stripping cell.
To determine the relation between K, the pressure p and the
kind of stripping gas in the cell, the yield of stripped neutrals (N
, ) is measured at a certain energy with the ESA
and normalized to the primary beam current. Assuming that
this yield is proportional to K, calibration of the efficiency scale is obtained by determining the absolute value of K
for only one kind of stripping gas (i.e. helium) and one pressure (section 4.2.3).
This procedure is carried out for the various energies and
masses of the incoming particles. The results are discussed
in section 4.2.4.

A neutral scattered beam is generated to probe the cell
using the following experimental conditions. A Cu(100) target
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is bombarded with ions (fig.l). The angle of incidence i|i is 15°
and the scattering angle 9 is 30°. The reflected particles
leave the surface either in a charged or in a neutral state.
The ions are deflected with the plates D (fig.l) and then
the neutral particles enter the stripping cell. The target
is at room temperature and is cleaned by ion bombardment.
A typical energy spectrum of the neutral scattered particles
is shown in fig. 4.
This spectrum is obtained by bombarding the surface with
10 keV argon ions in the <310> direction. The spectrum shows
two peaks which are caused by quasi single (QS) and quasi
double (QD) scattering from a surface chain (Poelsema et al
1977).
Because these energy distributions have a well defined QS
and QD peak we use these neutrals to study the energy shift
and the broadening effects caused by the stripping process.
However, to measure the ion yield of the cell at a certain
energy (N
.) we have chosen the <110> direction. In this
crystal direction the QS and QD peaks are not well defined,
but the total yield of the scattering process at the surface
is enhanced due to: 1) the chain effect; in the <110> direction the interatomic distance is smaller than in the <310>
direction, 2) the fact that the second layer can be seen directly by the ion beam and 3) a focussing effect, explained
by surface semi channeling (Feijen et al 1973). Because the
ion fraction is low in this direction, due to the fact that
a lot of particles travel a large distance in the solid
(Luitjens et al 1979, Buck et al 1979), the number of neutrals entering the cell will be relatively high. Therefore
measurements of K can be performed for low K values.
4i2.3_Methods_todeterminethe
To determine the efficiency K of the S-ESA system the following methods are used:
1) The transmission T = I o u t / I ° i n o f t n e cell is determined by
measuring the integrated yield with the TOF spectrometer
at a certain pressurep (ZQ^f) and without stripping gas in
the cell. When the stripping gas has a pressure p we also
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determined the ion fraction n + = I out/1 u t o f t n e beam
leaving the cell. To obtain the ion fraction the outer
plate of the ESA is used to deflect the ions from this
beam. The efficiency K is then given by:
K = T.n + C

(4)

2) The ion fraction n of the neon and argon particles scattered from the Cu(100) face is determined using the TOF
spectrometer. Also the ESA signal N + . is measured. Next
these ions are deflected with plates D (fig.l), and stripping gas is admitted up to a pressure p and the S-ESA signal N
. is also determined.
The ion fraction n + is assumed to be the same for both
methods. Therefore K can be calculated from:
N+
N+
+
in
l n
n = +
= +
(5)
0
+
Ofcourse N
, and N . have to be taken at the same energy as the TOF ion fraction. Because the ionized neutrals
lose some energy in the stripping process (section 5.1) the
S-ESA spectrum must be corrected for this energy loss in
order to determine K.
3) The efficiency is obtained by comparing the neutral yield
of the TOF spectrometer (1°. ) for a certain pressure p
and a certain final energy with the S-ESA yield (N
).
The efficiency K is then given by:

For the calculation of C the width of the energy window
of the ESA is assumed to be 5xlO"3E eV, where E is the
energy of the analyzed particles. This is chosen because
the energy resolution AE/E of the ESA is 0.5% (FWHM) as
follows from experiments and calculations.
The efficiency of both detectors appears to be about 100%
(Suurmeijer et al 1971) and the solid angles of the TOF spectrometer and the S-ESA system are taken to be the same.
It should be noted that with the above mentioned methods we
can determine the effective K of the stripping cell plus ESA
or plus TOF spectrometer.
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Table 1.
Neutral energy cell
(keV)

*°Ar°

8.7

gas
He
N2

Ar
-"Ar"

* 0 Ar 0

6.9

5.2

He
N2
Ar
He
N2

Ar

ff

s±

(10~

le

5.5
23
25

5.7

4%

Neutral energy cell

2

(keV)

cm )
20

2

Ne°

8.4

°Ne°

6.5

26
31
7.6
28
35

gas
He
N2
Ar
He
N2
Ar

a

s
(10-1B cm 2 )
3.8
17
19
4.2
22
23

The experimental values for the elastic scattering cross sections
of energetic neutrals in the stripping cell.

Table 2.
Neutral energy cell

(keV)

*°Ar°

8.80

He

7.04

Ar
He

N2

"°Ar°

""Ar0

5.28

K(%)

Neutral energy cell

gas

N2
Ar
He
N2
Ar

(keV)
2.0
0.92
0.35
1.15
0.50
0.20
0.63
0.26
0.072

20

Ne°

8.46

20

Ne°

6.58

K(%)

gas
He
N2
Ar
He
N2
Ar

1.2
0.40
0.024
0.90
0.20
0.008

The value of K for different energies and stripping gasses taken
for a pressure of 12 Pa in the cell. The relative error in the
K values is about 20%.
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Method 1 gives K of the cell plus the TOF spectrometer as the
Bendix detector is used in both measurements to obtain K.
Although the solid angle of the Bendix with respect to slit Se
is slightly larger than that of the ESA, in a first approximation the K value of method 1 will be the same as the efficiency for the cell plus ESA.
Method 2 determines K of the cell plus ESA by using the
known ion fraction of the particles scattered by the surface.
This is the best method because the two independent analyzing
systems are used in the same way as in the surface scattering
experiments.
Method 3 relies upon assumptions made about the detection
efficiency of the detectors, about the width of the energy
window of the ESA and about the solid angles of both analyzing
systems. The agreement with results from methods 1 and 2
seems to justify these assumptions, (section 4.2.4).

To determine the effective K of the S-ESA system as a function of p the S-ESA yield is measured for a constant energy of
the ions leaving the cell. Methods 1,2,3 are used to calibrate
the absolute K scale.
Method 1 is applied using helium gas at a rather high pressure in the cell because then n
is large (-10%).
The energy loss of the ions in the stripping process can
clearly be distinguished when n+ is measured with the TOP
c
spectrometer. Because the effective length of the flight path
from the cell to the detector is badly defined, no definite values for the specific energy loss can be calculated.
For argon and neon the relation between T and p is measured
for three different stripping gases, namely helium, nitrogen
and argon. The cross section a , defined as the cross section
s
for elastic scattering with angles larger than the solid angle
of the Bendix detector, is determined by the expression:
T = exp(-l/Xs), X s = 1/Nas
(7)
In table 1 the results are given for different experimental
conditions. Because in this experiment the energy of the neu51

10c—

—i8-8keV40A'r° '
—8-46 keV20Ne°

10"

Fig.3. The1|0
measured efficiency K of the cell for 8,46 keV20 Ne° and 8.80
keV Ar0. The methods 1,2 and 3 applied to calibrate de K scale,
are described in the text.
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tral beam was badly defined (see fig.4) the values for a
are mean values only. To determine the efficiency K at the
pressure p, T and n
have been combined. The results of the
three methods agree fairly well, as can be seen in fig.3.
Fig. 3 shows the results for 8.46 keV neon and 8.80 keV argon
using helium, nitrogen and argon as stripping gases. The proportionality between the S-ESA yield and K is verified experimentally by carrying out the calibration at different helium
pressures, as shown in fig. 3 for 8.46 keV neon. This proportionality is also found for other energies of the neutrals
(results not shown here).
One can clearly distinguish the linear regions at low
pressures and the effect of elastic scattering at higher pressures as discussed in section 4.1. The argon results show a
more pronounced effect of elastic scattering than do the neon
results. This is also found for other energies of the neutral
particles. In the low pressure region the efficiency for the
stripping of neutral neon appears to be higher with helium
than with argon as stripping gas. With neutral argon it is
just the reverse, in agreement with the data for the total
loss cross section as measured by Sluyters et al 1959. It is
remarkable that, due to the low value of a . K increases as
s
the pressure of the stripping gas helium increases. No attempts have been made to deduce
capture and loss cross sections from the data because the geometry of our apparatus is
not suited to do this.
Metastables may have other capture and loss cross sections
than do particles in the ground state (Gilbody et al 1970);
thus the measured efficiency may depend upon the number of
metastables in the neutral beam and is an effective value for
the experimental conditions used. The K valuer at a pressure
of 12 Pa in the cell are summarized in table 2.
5. Comparison of TOE and S-ESA results.

Fig.4 shows the result of an experiment using both methods
to measure the energy of scattered neutrals. Argon ions of
10 keV are scattered by a Cu(100) face in the <310> direction.
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Fig.4. Energy spectra lt0Ar, leaving the copper target in the neutral and
in the ionized state, determined using TOF, S-ESA and ESA respectively.
The spectra are normalized near the QS energy. The energy shift and
the different ratio I^o/Inn of the S-ESA neutrals are clearly distinQQSS
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Fig.5. The spectra of fig.4 after correction of the S-ESA spectrum.
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The angle of incidence IJJ is 15° and the scattering angle 9 is
30°. To obtain the S-ESA spectrum we used helium gas (p =12 P a ) .
The TOF, the S-ESA and the ESA spectrum are shown. The QS and
QD scattering peaks can be distinguished. Notwithstanding
the low temperature of the target, the influence of damage
caused by the ion beam will be small due to the specular reflection conditions (Luitjens et al 1978).
The ESA spectrum is used for the calibration of the energy
of the TOF results (section 2 ) .
One can clearly distinquish the following features:
1) The energy loss (about 35 eV) of the S-ESA neutrals with respect to the TOF neutrals. The neutrals have lost energy in
the stripping process; this is given by the difference between the QS energy of the TOF neutrals and of the S-ESA
neutrals.
2) The energy loss (about 15 eV) of the ESA ions with respect
to the TOF neutrals. This can only be due to the processes
taking place during the scattering at the surface because
of the procedure used for the energy calibration (Luitjens
et al 1979 b ).
3) The ratio of the height of the QS peak (E/Eo =0.84) to that
of the QD peak is different for the S-ESA and TOF spectra;
this is caused by the energy dependence of K.
Fig.5 shows a comparison of the S-ESA and TOF spectra after
correction of the S-ESA results for the energy loss due to the
stripping process and for the energy dependence of K. This energy dependence of K is obtained from table 2; it is assumed that
K is a linear function of the energy.
The agreement is striking ; after correction the S-ESA spectrum is the same as the TOF spectrum. Using nitrogen and argon
in the stripping cell gives the same S-ESA spectrum as for helium gas.
One has to be careful in the choice of the stripping gas;
the energy dependence of a, should preferably be a smooth
function of the energy of the neutral particle.
The energy loss of the neutrals during the stripping process turns out to be 30(±5)eV for neon and 35(±5)eV for argon
and has about the same value for the different gases in the
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12-

090

0-91

092

093

Fig.6. The ion fraction of 9 keV 2 0 Ne° scattered from the Cu(lOO) surface
for two cases: 1) using the S-ESA neutrals (.) and 2) using the
S-ESA neutrals shifted by 30eV to lower energies (x).
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cell and for the different energies of the neutrals. This loss
might be explained by taking into account the ionization energy of the particle and the loss due to scattering in the cell.
The energy loss increases with the pressure in the cell. This
might be caused by multiple scattering processes. In the high
pressure region also some broadering of the S-ESA spectra with
respect to the TOF results is observed. To avoid these effects
it is advisable to use the stripping cell in the low pressure
region, where the efficiency is a linear function of the pressure.

By comparing the ion yield with the corrected S-ESA yield
we can determine the ion fraction of the particles scattered
from the taraet.
An important factor in the reliability of the ion fractions
is ths error in the efficiency of the stripping cell. Also
the energy loss of the neutrals, due to the stripping process, has to be known accurately. The influence of a shift
of the ion spectrum with respect to the neutral spectrum can
be quite marked. Especially if the yield depends strongly
upon the energy after scattering and if the energy loss in the
stripping cell is not known, one should be careful in the interpretation of the shape of the ion fraction.
The ion fraction of 9 keV neon ions, specularly reflected
from a Cu(100) surface in the <210> direction, is determined
for energies in the QS region (E/E<> of about 0.918).
To calculate n for different values of E/E o , the S-ESA neutrals are corrected for the energy loss in the stripping cell.
The results are the same as those obtained from TOF experiments.
Fig.6 shows the obtained relation. It is illustrating to calculate n also when the S-ESA spectrum is not corrected for an
energy loss of 30eV. This result is also given in fig.6. It
appears that the shape as well as the value of the ion fraction is greatly influenced by the energy shift.
For low ion fractions (<1%) the stripping cell method might
give more accurate results than TOF measurements because with
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Fig.7. Energy spectra of 6 keV 4 0 Ar scattered from a "damaged" surface.
Both the S-ESA method and the TOF spectrometer are used. The spectra are normalized near the QS energy.
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Fig.8. The peak positions of the energy spectra (see fig.7) as a function
of ,<|i. TOF and S-ESA results show the same dependence upon i|). The
S-ESA data have not been corrected.
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the stripping method the ions as well as the neutrals are
measured directly. In a TOF experiment, however, we must be
determine the difference between two large quantities, i.e.
the yield of neutrals plus ions and of neutrals only.
5i3_scatterin2_results_.
In the preceding sections we have shown that, after applying some corrections, the energy spectrum of neutral scattered particles can be obtained with the stripping cell. However, the dependence of the results upon experimental parameters like ij/, <j> and 9 may be found without these corrections.
To illustrate this, both methods have been used to investigate the scattering of noble gas ions from a damaged surface.
The damage is caused by bombardment of the target at room
temperature. 6 keV argon ions are used as primary particles.
The scattering angle 9 is 30° and the scattering plane is in
the <100> direction of the Cu(100) surface. The energy of the
peaks in the spectra as a function of ij> can be explained by
assuming step upward and step downward structures at the surface (Begemann et at 1972, Luitjens et al 1978). Fig.7 shows
an example of the energy spectra, when IJJ is 6°. Because the
stripping gas helium was at a rather high pressure (-100 Pa)
some broadening effects were observed. The S-ESA data are not
corrected for energy loss or for the energy dependence of K.
A comparison of the ESA spectrum and the spectra of neutral
scattered particles shows a remarkable difference in the ion
fraction for the low and high energy peaks.
The results of both methods for the peak positions as a function of ty are shown in fig.8. They show the same dependence
upon \j>. The energy shift of the S-ESA results with respect to
the TOF data can be observed for the whole ip region.
6. Discussion and conclusion.
The efficiency of the stripping cell used in these experiments has been determined in three different ways. The values
found are in agreement

within the limits of experimental error.

For method 2 the known ion fraction of the particles scattered
from the target, as determined with the TOF spectrometer, are
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used to obtain the efficiency of the cell. When this method
is applied, both analyzing systems (TOF and S-ESA) are used
in exactly the same way as in the surface scattering experiments. Of course one has to be careful; the pressure in the
target chamber increases due to the stripping gas and that
may influence the ion fraction of the beam scattered from
the target. However, the scattered ion yield did not change
after exposure (for about 5 min.) of the Cu(100) surface to
the stripping gas, which indicates that these effects are of
minor importance in our experiment.
It is interesting to compare our values for the efficiency
for 8.46 keV neon on nitorgen with those found by Verbeek
et al 1977. Taken at the same number of scattering centres
(1.66xlO~2 Pa m) our values are a factor of about 75 lower.
An important reason might be the geometry of the apparatus.
In the experiment of Verbeek et al at all ionized particles
are collected by choosing a large aperture in front of the
detector behind the ESA.
In our experiments the solid angle of the ESA system with
respect to the stripping cell is rather small. Therefore the
effective loss cross section might be quite small because the
ionization probability could be maximal at a scattering angle
of a few degrees, see e.g. Bernot et al 1975 for data on argon-argon collisions in this energy range.
Furthermore the number of metastables in the beam used to probe
the cell might be different in both experiments.
Also the effective length of the cell might be somewhat larger
than the distance between the entrance and the exit slit, because the pressure of the stripping gas will still be relatively high outside the cell. This might have a larger influence
on K if the geometrical length of the cell is smaller.
The processs taking place in the cell can be quite complicated, as shown by Bernot et al 1975.
Distinct energy losses such as they find, would not show up in
our measurements because the energy spectrum of the scattered
neutrals used to probe the cell is too broad. The energy shift,
we find, roughly corresponds to the ionization energy of the
incoming neutral particles plus the energy loss due to scat-
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tering. In the low pressure region the energy shift is almost
constant and the broadening of the scattering peaks is negligible. The results of both techniques (TOF and S-ESA) are the
same when the corrections for the energy shift and for the efficiency of the cell are applied. The agreement indicates., that
metastables, which might be created in the scattering process
at the target, do not influence
the shape of the neutral
spectrum in our experiments.
It seems advantageous to use the S-ESA method where low ion
fractions (<1%) are concerned. To determine the ion fraction
for particles scattered from a crystal direction with a low
fraction (e.g. <110> ) , one can use the cell after the calibration has been carried out with a crystal direction which
gives a high ion fraction of the scattered particles (e.g.
In conclusion one has to keep in mind two essential differences in the experimental conditions for S-ESA as compared
to TOP: 1) due to the stripping gas the pressure in the target
chamber is relatively high and may influence the results and
2) the ion dose (-10l ''ions/cm2) used to obtain a S-ESA spectrum is three orders of magnitude higher than the ion dose
needed to determine the ion fraction when the TOF spectrometer
is used.
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CHAPTER IV.
LOW ENERGY (E0<10 keV) ATOM AND ION SCATTERING OF NEON
FROM A Cu(100) SURFACE; IONIZATION AND NEUTRALIZATION.

Abstract.
The ion fraction r\ of low energy (5-10 keV) neon particles
scattered from a Cu{100) surface are measured with a time of
flight spectrometer.
These fractions are obtained for neutral as well as charged
projectiles and for different crystal directions. The scattering angle 9 was 30°. For a primary energy E o of 5 keV neutral projectiles have a value for n + which is 30 times lower
than for charged projectiles; these values are 0.15 and 4.5%
respectively.
For E0=10 keV the values of n are about the same (~22%).
Energy differences up to 22 eV, depending on E o , are observed between the single scattering peak in the ion spectra
of charged and neutral projectiles but also between the single
scattering peak in the spectra of all scattered particles and
of ions, with ions as projectiles.
A qualitative discussion of these data is given, involving
charge transfer processes of noble gas particle and target
atom.
The data suggest that these neutralization processes can be
described more adequately with interatomic neutralization processes along the trajectory than with Auger neutralization by
conduction electrons.
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1. Introduation.
Low energy (0.1-10 keV) noble gas ion scattering(LEIS)is
a surface sensitive technique, used to probe the composition
tl # 2] and structure [3,4] of the outermost surface layer.
The surface sensitivity of LEIS is attributed to:
1) preferential neutralization of particles that have
penetrated the solid [1].
2) the large scattering cross section in this energy range;
scattering from the surface layer may occur easily
whereas

it is difficult for particles which have en-

tered the solid, to leave it again and reach the detector [5].
For a quantitative determination of the composition of a
surface with LEIS it is necessary to know the neutralization
behaviour and the scattering cross section of the noble gas
particles.
To investigate surface structures the energy spectra of multiply scattered ions are used [3,6]. These spectra can be
influenced to a large extent by neutralization [71.
Therefore, a comparison of model calculations of the energy
spectra of scattered particles with measured ion spectra is
difficult if the neutralization processes are not known [8].
Data on these neutralization processes are obtained by
measuring the ion yield with an electrostatic analyzer (ESA),
[9,10,15] and the yield of ions as well as neutrals with a
time of flight (TOP) spectrometer

[5,11,12],or with a strip-

ping cell in front of the ESA [13,14]. From these measurements
the ion fraction n + , defined as the ratio of the ion yield and
the total yield (ions plus neutrals), can be calculated.
By determining n

one obtains only information on the neutra-

lization process because in a first approximation the influence of the scattering cross section on n

may be ignored. The

ion fraction of noble gas particles scattered from a surface
turns out to increase with the energy after scattering and
shows a maximum near the binary scattering energy [5,12,14].
Auger neutralization of ions travelling near a solid surface
is often used to describe the neutralization of noble gas ions.
For low energies IfXOO eV)this theory describes the energy
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spectra of electrons ejected during the neutralization process
[16], At higher energies (E0>30 keV) all particles seem to be
ionized after scattering; during the collision a quasi molecular complex is formed resulting in ionization of the projectile.
Auger neutralization may occur on the outgoing trajectory [10].
Also for lower energies (keV's) Auger neutralization is assumed.
However, for certain combinations of noble gas ions and target
atoms strong oscillations are observed in the ion yield as a
function of the primary energy [17]. It has been shown that
these oscillations are caused by atomic processes [18].
To explain this, atomic charge exchange has to be taken into
account [19,20].
Experiments with helium ions and atoms scattered from a
Cu(100) face [15] show the importance of an ionization process
during the violent collision. Also experiments with neon ions
as primary particles and a Cu(100) face as a target indicate
that for energies above 7 keV an ionization process determines
the value n for quasi single collisions [12],
To investigate the importance of these ionization processes
we measured n for both charged and neutral neon projectiles
scattered from a Cu(100) surface. At low energies (5 keV) the
ionization processes seem to be different for primary ions and
neutrals, but at 'higher energies (10 keV) the ion fractions for
neutral and charged projectiles are similar.
Energy differences are observed between the single scattering
peaks in the energy spectra of scattered ions and of ions plus
neutrals. These differences seem to be correlated with the charge exchange processes which take place. The results indicate
that quasimolecular processes (see e.g.[21,22,23]) play an important role.
The neutralization model that takes into account the atomic
character of the solid [24,25] seems to give a good qualitative
description of our data.
The total spectra and ion fractions are determined for different crystal directions. Qualitative agreement between the
shape of the total spectrum and predictions based on the chain
model [26,27] is found. For the <110> direction of the
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Cu(lOO) surface a remarkably low ion fraction is found as
a consequence of the surface semi-channel in this direction.
2. The experiments.
A description of the apparatus has been given elsewhere
[28]. Only the features important for the experiments reported in this paper will be discussed.
The unoplasmatron ion source provides an ion beam with an
energy between 2 and 10 keV. The ion beam is mass-analyzed
with a magnetic analyzer. The current density at che target
is between 10~8 and 10~6 A/cm2.
A neutral beam is obtained by means of a neutralizer cell;
the remaining ions are deflected from the beam. Because 1)
symmetric exchange processes are used to neutralize the noble
gas ions and 2) the aperture angle of the primary beam in the
target chamber is small (3.5x10-3 rad) these neutrals are in
the ground state and have lost no energy [23].
The target is mounted on a goniometer in the target chamber,
(base pressure l-2xlO~10 torr) . The angle of incidence ij) can be
varied continuously. The azimuthal angle <j> has a range of 50°
and the scattering angle 6 is fixed at 30°. The angles $ and I/J
are calibrated by carrying out channeling experiments with a
hydrogen beam [29,30]. The target is cleaned by ion bombardment.
The energy of the scattered ions is determined with an electrostatic analyzer (ESA) (AE/E = 0.5% (FWHM)). The energy of all
scattered particles (neutrals plus ions) is determined with a
time of flight (TOF) spectrometer (flight path 1116 mm, AE/E
-0.5% (FWHM)) [28]. To obtain ESA and TOF spectra typical ion
doses of 10 1 * and 10 11 ions/cm2 respectively are used. To determine the ion fraction n + = X+/{I++I°) the spectra of ions plus
neutrals (I++I°) and of neutrals only (1°) are measured alternately (period ~6s). The ion fraction is calculated from these
spectra and the ESA spectrum [28,12]. When noble gas atoms bombard the target, the TOF spectrometer cannot be used because in
our system the neutral beam cannot be chopped; the neutralizer
cell is situated in the same part of the primary beam system as
the chopper and therefore a high uncorrelated background in the
TOF spectra occurs due to particles being scattered by the gas
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Fig.l. Energy spectra of 9 keV neon scattered from a Cud00) surface.
The yield of ions is measured with the ESA, the total scattered
yield, ions plus neutrals, with the TOF spectrometer. The crystal
directions, used in the experiments, are <310>, <100> and <110>,
with interatomic spacings of 5.71; 3.61 and 2.55 A respectively.
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in the neutralizer cell. To obtain n + for primary neutrals, we
measure the yield of the ESA spectra obtained with neutral and
charged projectiles. These ion yields are normalized to the total integrated scattering yields which are measured with the
Bendix detector of the TOF spectrometer.The scattering
cross sections are assumed to be the same for primary ions and
for neutrals. Therefore, using 1) the normalized ESA spectrum
obtained with primary neutrals and 2) the total spectrum obtained with primary ions, n for primary neutrals can be calculated.
It is advantageous to normalize the ion yields to the total
scattering yield because then the shape of the beam spot, which
might be different for ions and neutrals, will not influence
the results. Moreover it is not necessary to measure the number of incoming neutral particles.
3. The results of scattering experiments.
3,. l_Measurements.
Fig.l shows the results of scattering experiments with the
TOF spectrometer and the ESA. The Cu(100) target is bombarded
with 9 keV neon ions. Specular reflection conditions are used
and the scattering angle 9 is 30 °. To avoid damage of the target by the ion beam, the targettemperature is kept at 550 K
[26]. The maxima of the energy spectra of all scattered particles (neutrals plus ions) and of ions only are normalized to
1 and 0.5 respectively. The spectra show two peaks. The low
energy peak near the theoretical single collision energy (E/Eo=
0.918 for neon on copper and 6= 30°) can be explained by quasi
single (QS) scattering,i.e. a large deflection, preceeded and
followed by a few smaller ones [26]. The high energy peak can
be attributed to quasi double (QD) scattering, i.e. two large
deflections, preceeded and followed by smaller ones.
Fig.2 shows the ratio R of the QS and QD peak heights
as a function of Eo for the total spectra (ions plus neutrals)
and the ion spectra. The scattering plane is in the <100> direction of the Cu(100) surface. For the total spectra this ratio
appears to be a slowly rising function of E o and reflects the
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Fig.2. The ratio of the yield of ions (+) and of ions plus neutrals (.)
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crystal direction.
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difference in energy dependence of the cross section for QS
and QD scattering. However, for ions charge exchange also
plays a part and as a consequence R is different from R which
is found in the TOF results.
Fig.3a shows the relative FWHM of the QS peak in total and
ion spectra for neon scattered from the Cu(lOO) surface in the
<100> direction as a function of E o . Fig.3b shows the relative
FWHM for 9 keV primary neon ions scattered in the <100>,<310>
and in the <2lO> direction of the Cu(100) surface. In general
the measured width of the QS peak is larger for the total spectra than for the ion spectra.
3_. 2_Discussion.
The ratio of the height of the QS and QD peaks (fig.l) turns
out to decrease when the crystal direction is changed from <310>
to <100> and <110> respectively. This corresponds with expectations based on the chain model [26,27]; proceeding from <310>
via <100> to <110> the interatomic distance decreases and thus
the influence of the neighbouring atoms in the chain increases.
Therefore the cross section for QD scattering increases with
respect to the QS cross section. Another result of the increasing
multiplicity of the scattering events, namely the increase in
the QS energy, can clearly be distinguished; in the <110> direction especially the QS energy is relatively high.
The position of the QS peak in the energy spectrum can even
be used to estimate the interatomic distance in a chain [6J. Applying simple cross section arguments to two atoms one may expect that the ratio R of the QS and QD yields for different crystal directions is proportional to 1/d2 [43]. The ratio of R values for different crystal directions can then be calculated.
For the pairs <100> and <310>,<100> and <110>, and <310> and
<110>, these values are 0.4, 2.0 and 0.2 respectively.
The correspondence with the experimental values, namely 0.58,
2.39 and 0.26 is quite reasonable.
The total yield of all scattered particles appears to have a
pronounced maximum for the <110> direction [12]. This is due to:
1) the small interatomic spacing, 2) scattering from the second
layer which can be hit directly by the beam, 3) focussing effects
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in the <110> semi-channel which tend to enhance the total
yield [30]. This behaviour is also found for a Ni(001) surface
[31] using a larger scattering angle (90°) and 5 keV neon ions.
The general features of the ion spectra (fig.l) are the same
as for the total spectra. The QS energy in the ion- spectra, however, is generally less than in the TOF spectra (section 4.5)
and, due to preferential neutralization of particles scattered
from below the surface, the low energy tail is less pronounced
(section 1). Moreover the ratio of the QS and the QD yield is
larger than for the TOF spectra. The multipl scattered particles are probably neutralized to a larger extend than singly
scattered particles. Also the charge exchange processes during
the two less violent close collisions may be different.
Computer calculations have been carried out to determine the
energy dependence of the ratio R. For the total spectra this
ratio is shown in fig.2. In the model [32,33] a Thomas-Fermi
type screened coulomb potential is used with the Moliere approximation [35] of the screening function. The theoretical
screening length, given by [36], is multiplied by a factor 0.5
because then the best fit was obtained with R. The calculated
results (fig.2) show a slowly rising value of R as a function
of E o ; this is also found for the total spectra.
Therefore the steep rise of R in the ion spectra for E o is larger than 8 keV, is due to different charge exchange processes
for the QS and QD events. This indicates that with increasing
Eo, the charged fraction of the QS peak increases faster than
of the QD peak. Indeed, due to ionization processes, the ion
fraction near the QS energy appears to increase. This is shown
earlier [12] and will be discussed in section 4.2.
The difference in width of the QS peak in the total and in
the ion spectra (fig.3) may be caused by different scattering
and/or charge exchange processes. Due to the influence of multiply scattered particles in the high energy side of the QS peak
in the total spectra, the relative FWHM value is not well defined, especially for low primary energies.
For large interatomic distances and high primary energies these
multiple scattering effects will be less pronounced. This explains the smaller width of the QS peak in the TOF spectra (as
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r
shown in fig.3) for higher energies and larger interatomic
distances.
One may conclude that the ion spectra represent mainly scattering from surface chains, whereas the TOF spectra also contain information about scattering processes (e.g. zig zag collisions (section 5.4)) of which the particles have only a
small probability of escaping in an ionized state. Other experiments with neon ions, but scattered from a nickel surface
also show that the FWHM cf ion spectra is smaller than of neutral spectra [41].
4. Ion fraetions and charge exahange.
4il_Ign_beam_exgeriments.
With the TOF spectrometer the ion fractions are determined
for charged neon projectiles with energies between 5 and 10 keV.
The Cu(100) face was bombarded in the <100> direction and the
angles \j> and 6 were 15° and 30° respectively. The method is
described elsewhere [12,28]. Fig.4 shows these ion fractions
as a function of the final energy. The ion fraction is determined without a correction for the particles which have a final
energy near the QS energy but which have not taken part in a
single scattering process at the surface. Other authors have
carried out this correction however [31]. These particles may
have a smaller ion fraction and therefore the single scattering
ion fraction (nt-) may be underestimated. The magnitude of the
correction is not precisely known but it is small for our scattering conditions.Also the observed energy differences (section
4.3) may cause a systematic deviation of 1QS- The ions which
are compared with the neutrals have not followed the same trajectories. This may give a value of ring which is larger than
expected. However, these effects do not influence to a large
extent the reported values.
The data in fig.4 show a pronounced maximum near the single
scattering energy (nog)» this is also measured for other materials and scattering angles [5,14,41], There is a second maximum near the double scattering energy; (nt n ). However, the value
+
+
of n in this region is sr=iller than 1 O R- This is also the reason
why R = I Q S /I Q D (fig.2) ±s smaller for the total than for the
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Fig.4. The ion fractions of neon as a function of the energy after scattering for primary energies of 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 keV.
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ion spectra. If E o is larger than 7 keV then n o s rises rapidly
with Eo. This indicates that during the collision a more efficient ionization mechanism begins to play a part. The same process causes the increase in R for the ion spectra (fig.2).
To get an impression of n for Eo larger than 10 keV we used
doubly charged neon ions. 20 keV Ne
ions give a value
of n
of 40% and a value of ru
of 36%. The contribution of
doubly charged ions to the ion yield, which is small for E o below 10 keV (less than 1% of the ion yield), is appreciably larger for 20 keV (n**
=5%). The charge state of the incoming
QS
particle (doubly charged or neutral) does not influence the ion
yield because experiments using 20 keV neutrals, carried out as
described in section 2, give the same normalized ion yield within the experimental error of about 15%.
To check the importance of the reionization processes, we
used, also for low Eo values, neutral neon atoms as primary
particles. Then the particles leaving the target in an ionized
state must originate from neon atoms ionized during the interaction with the surface.
4i2_Neutrals_as_grimary__garticles.
The procedure used to obtain n_e for neutral projectiles is
described in section 2. Fig.5 shows n+
for neutral as well as
for charged neon projectiles. For high energies n o s is about
the same for ions and for neutrals (~22%); the charge state of
the projectile appears to be unimportant. On the other hand ,
for low energies n*
is considerably smaller for primary neuQS
trals than for primary ions. For 5 keV these values are 0.15%
and 4.5% respectively. It appears that for higher energies, and
thus for smaller distances of closest approach, ro, an other,
more efficient, ionization process occurs which is almost independent of the charge state of the projectile. However, for
low energies, the charge state of the primary particle is important and the ionization process for neutral projectiles turns
out to be less efficient than for charged projectiles. The distance of closest approach ro which is of interest to us (i.e.
for 6 = 30°), is also indicated in fig.5. These values are calculated with a Thomas-Fermi potential using a screening function
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of Moliere [34] and a theoretical screening length given by
[35] but multiplied by 0.65 [ 8 ] .
4_. 3_ Ener<jy__<Ji f f erence §_.
In this section we report: 1) the measured energy difference
AEi between the QS peak in the ion spectra (ESA) with neon ions,
and neon atoms as primary particles and 2) the measured energy
difference A E 2 between the QS peak of the total spectrum and
the ion spectrum, both obtained with neon ions as primary particles.
In the measured energy region, the QS energy of the ion
spectra obtained with neutral projectiles appears to be lower
than that obtained with neutral projectiles. A comparison of
the QS energy of the total and of ion spectra obtained with
charged projectiles shows that the latter is higher (fig.l).
Due to the small ion fraction the energy difference between
the QS peak in ion and total spectra will be the same as between
these peaks in ion and neutral spectra. Fig.6a shows these
energy differences as a function of E o . The experimental conditions are the same as decribed in section 4.1. With increasing E o this energy difference AEi decreases,and A E 2 increases. This behaviour may result from the ionization processes taking place during the scattering event and will be
discussed in section 5. If </> is smaller or larger than 15°,
then AE2 increases. This is shown in fig.6b for 10 keV neon
ions.
4 i 4_The_influence_gf_the_angle_gf_incidence_and_cry_stal_directions.
To investigate the importance of ionization processes at
lower energies we determined riQS as a function of i|i for 5 keV
neon ions. If ionization is of minor importance and if surviving ions (i.e. those that survive the scattering process) determine the ion fraction, then we may expect that nig shows a
symmetric behaviour around a ty of 15°, irrespective of the nature of the neutralization processes taking place, because the
neutralization processes on in- and out-going trajectory will
be symmetric. However, if ionization determines P Q S , then only
the neutralization processes on the outgoing trajectory will in77
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fluence the ion fraction: Tine

decreases with increasing <|i.

The results are shown in fig. 7a, plotted as a function of
1/v, sin(9-i|)) (see section 5 ) . It appears that ionization does
play an important role and therefore surviving ions are unimportant under these experimental conditions.
The scattering processes change drastically if the scattering plane is chosen in different crystal directions.(fig.1,
section 3 ) . This can influence the charge exchange processes
and thus the measured Hnc

values. For 5 keV primary neon ions

scattered in the <100> and the <210> directions, there is almost no difference in the dependence of ring

upon i|i (fig.7a).

Pig.7b shows for 10 keV neon ions the dependence of ring

upon

i/) for the <210> and for the <310> direction. The decrease of
n*

as ij) increases appears to be larger for the <100>[12] than

for the <210> direction, and also larger for the <210>than for
the <310> direction.
Fig. 8 shows ri__

as a function of Eo with neon ions as pri-

mary particles, and for different crystal directions. In these
experiments specular reflection conditions are used (\p = 6/2=15°)
The ion fraction for the <110> direction is remarkably low. The
effects mentioned in section 3.2 give an explanation for the
increase in the total yield in this crystal direction. A lot of
particles cover a large distance in the <110> semi-channel and
are therefore neutralized. Also the charge exchange processes
may be different. These effects result in a small ion fraction.
The ions measured in this crystal direction with the ESA originate mainly from particles scattered by the 'first layer of
the crystal.
The other crystal directions, namely <100>,<210> and <310>
show the same feature : n~ c increases with E o . The large value
+
of ring * n ^ e <100> direction for high E o may be caused by
planar channeling in this direction. The particles which are
scattered

from below the surface and which have a small ion

fraction, yield a low background (see fig.1,2), and therefore
ring

w

i H & e higher.

5. Dieouasion.
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One of the models which describes the neutralization processes
takes into account Auger neutralization of the ions on the incoming and outgoing trajectory, and possible ionization or neutralization during the violent collision [10,15]. In the Auger
neutralization process, an electron from the conduction band of
the solid neutralizes the ion while a second electron is ejected [16]. In the case of ions as primary particles and a single
scattering process, the ion fraction is given by [15]:
n = fi(l-P n )

U

(1)

P±f2

with:
fi= exp(-v<,/visin i|>)

(2)

f 2 = exp(-vc/vfsin(6-i|j))

(3)

v

is a characteristic Auger velocity; v. and v f are the

initial and final velocities of the scattered particles respectively; P. and P

are the ionization and neutralization

probabilities during the violent collision respectively.
For neutral primary particles equation (1) reduces to:
(4)

n

P*

P.

is the ionization probability of a neutral projectile,

which can differ from P..
A different model for the neutralization is given in [24,25].
In this model they have taken into account the trajectory and
the atomic character of the solid. The particle is supposed to
become ionized during a collision only if th<5 inelastic energy
loss (calculated with the theory of Firsov [44]

is larger than

the ionization energy. The neutralization probability is then
described with interatomic Auger transitions with a transition
rate of the form:
B

W(Rk) ={ B

for

Va

exp t-B(R k -R a )] for R k >R a

(5)

(for the definitions of the constants see [25])
R k is the interatomic distance.
For a certain trajectory of the particle,n

is given by the

ionization process and by the integrated neutralization probabilities of the ion passi.ig the target atoms. As a consequence,
multiple scattering processes are included in this model. This
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theory does in general not predict a simple dependence of n
upon the perpendicular velocity of the projectile.
To explain the oscillatory ion yields measured at the single
scattering energy for certain ion-target combinations [17], atomic charge exchange envolving near resonant levels of ion and
target atom have to be taken into account [19]. For neon on copper this process seems to be unimportant and our ion-target
cjmbination is placed in class I as defined in [36]. Our measurements of neon on copper do not show such an oscillatory behaviour
but on the other hand they indicate that atomic charge transfer
processes do play an important role.
Also for neon on nickel and with a scattering angle of 90°,
a large difference in n + is found for E o is 2.4 and 5 keV [31].
This indicates that an efficient reionization process also occurs
under these experimental conditions. It appears that the distance
of closest approach r0 for 5 keV neon ions and a scattering angle
of 90° (0.275 A ,[31])is comparable with r0 for 7 keV neon ions
on copper and with a scattering angle of 30° (0.283 A ,section 4.2);
the same type of ionization processes may occur. Experimental data
on the ion yield as a function of the scattering angle for neon
scattered from a polycrystalline gold target [ 9,42] suggest
that ionization processes may influence the ion yield.
Energy losses of ions due to ionization processes have been
reported for helium on copper [45]. In the ion spectra of neon
scattered from silver a peak is observed at an energy which is
about 45 eV lower than the single scattering peak. This energy
loss is attributed to an excitation process of the neon particle
during the scattering event [46]. Experimental data for neon
scattered from nickel show an appreciable difference between the
theoretical and the experimental single scattering energy [14],
In a single collision the inelastic loss Q can be calculated
from the measured energy after scattering E by using the relation between E, Q, the scattering angle 6 and the primary energy
Eo [21]. The particles measured in the QS peak of ion and of total spectra May have experienced an inelastic energy loss.For a
single collision, the measured energy difference Ei-E2 of particles leaving the target in the charged and in the neutral state
respectively is related to their difference in inelastic energy
loss Q1-Q2 by:
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(Qz-Ql)=K(Q2-Qi)

(6)

T is the pure single scattering energy and ]i = 1112/ini where
nu and m 2 are the masses of projectile and target atom respectively. This relation holds when:
Ii2-sin2e
Q/E0«

(7)

For neon on copper and 6=30°, this correction appears
to be small (K=0.97). Moreover multiple scattering effects are to
be involved. Therefore we did not correct the observed energy
differences.

The measured ion fraction is a result of the charge transfer
processes which occur during the scattering process. A typical
trajectory for a QS scattering event can be described as a sequence of collisions with surface atoms, first a distant collision (9~0.50 r o =l.l8 A ) followed by a violent collision
(6~29° ro=O.335 A ) and afterwards by another small deflection
(9-0.5° ro=1.18 A ).(These numbers are calculated for 5 keV neon
on copper as described in section 4.2). These m

values are in

the region of interatomic distances where,due to

outer and in-

ner MO processes, excitation and charge transfer can occur [21,
23,37,38]. For relatively large scattering angles (>6°) and high
energies (keV's) the elastic scattering cross section is small
compared with the inelastic cross section [23]. Therefore all
particles participate in some inelastic process. This explains
why surviving ions do not play a significant part.
Neutralization processes [16,25] on the outgoing trajectory
also influence the value of n . But these processes will give
the same reduction of the ion yield when the results of neutral
and of charged projectiles are compared for the same experimental
conditions, and observed differences in nt~ have to be explained
in terms of inelastic processes during the collision.
Firstly we will discuss our data as a function of Eo for fixed
geometrical conditions, i.e. scattering in the <100> direction
and I|J - 15°, and for neutral as well as for charged projectiles.
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For 5 keV primary neon ions n,-,- is about 30 times larger
than for neutral projectiles (fig.5). This means that charged
projectiles have a higher probability of leaving the surface
in an ionized state than
neutral projectiles. Since surviving ions are unimportant, as argued above and in section 4.4,
incident ions have to be transformed into a state with a high
probability of being an ion after the close collision. A
possible mechanism is the following: on the incoming trajectory, thus before the violent interaction, the neon particle
is in an excited state after a neutralization process, either
due to resonance neutralization [16] or due to charge transfer processes [39]
M •• N e + IV

(8)

The inelastic energy loss in this process is negligible because for ro values of about 1A the energy of the Ne++ M
system is close to that of the Ne + M system. Therefore the
transistion probability may also be high. In the following
violent collision these excited neutrals are ionized with a
certain probability
Ne + M -• Ne + + M + e"

(9)

Because the ionization probability for excited particles is
larger than for ground state neutrals [40], we may expect that
n o s is larger for primary ions than for ground state neutral
projectiles. As a consequence, the energy loss in the ionization process, and thus AE2 (fig.6), will be small. However, ground
state neutral will lose energy in the ionization process. This
explains a AEi value of about 22 eV (fig.6) which is comparable
to the ionization energy of neon (21.5 eV).
For higher energies, the ro values decrease to 0.242 and
1.0 A for 6 values of 29° and 0.5° respectively (10 keV neon
on copper). Therefore other charge transfer processes may become possible. The experiments show that for a primary energy
of 10 keV 1) n o s has about the same value for neutral and for
charged projectiles (fig.5) and 2) AEi is small (fig.6). This
means that there is almost no difference at all between incident ions and neutrals, indicating that before the close collision, incident ions become neutralized to the ground state.
The following mechanism is proposed; on the incoming trajecto83

ry the neon ion is neutralized into an excited state. Then
Auger-deexcitation occurs and in the violent collision the
ground state neutrals are ionized with a certain probability
Ne* + M -* Ne + M + e" -»Ne+ + M + e~
(10)
As a result primary ions and ground state neutral projectiles
take part in the same ionization process. Thus T1QS will be the
same in both cases and AEi will be small whereas 0<AE2<21.5 eV.
In gas-gas scattering experiments e.g. neon on neon by Brenot et
al [23] differences in inelastic loss for scattered ions and
for neutrals are also found. To our knowledge no data are avaiable for our energy range on the ionization processes which occur when neon and copper atoms interact. The inelastic loss of
60 keV copper ions scattered from neon is between 10 and 30 eV,
dependent on r0 [49]. From the data presented in this paper it
is not possible to draw definite conclusions about the nature
and importance of the different processes. Preliminary results
of the ion yield of neon scattered from a copper surface show
that the increase in n o g , due to ionization processes in the
violent collision, occurs at a lower energy when larger scattering angles are used. Moreover, the efficiency of the process
seems to increase for 9 = 30° until Eo reaches a value of about
14 keV. This confirms the importance of ro for these processes.
The statement that for E o = 10 keV only a fraction of the
particles is ionized seems to contradict the statement in [12]
that all particles are ionized after the close collision.
However, if the above mentioned inelastic processes are important then equation 4, which is used in [12], may be inadequate
to describe the phenomena.
Furthermore the interpretation is complicated by the fact
that not all particles contributing to the QS peak follow the
same trajectory [32]. Our experimental results show that an increase in E o from 5 to 10 keV, i.e. a decrease of ro of about
0.1 A in the violent collision, gives rise to a different ionization process, resulting in a rise of n^g. Because of this sensitivity of the inelastic processes to ro it may be that not
all the particles contributing to the QS peak will yield the
same n . Assuming that a closer collision leads to a larger n ,
a part of the observed AE2 may be explained. This would also explain why for 9 keV neon ions scattered in the <310> direction AE2 is
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smaller (10 eV) than when they are scattered in the <100> direction and the fact that AE 2 depends upon \j> (fig.6b) . Thus it
appears that the trajectories followed by the particles are
important. Small changes in e.g. r 0 , occuring for different
trajectories or for a variation of <|> or for different crystal
directions may influence AE and n . We are able to determine
AEX and AE 2 accurately because they are relative energy differences. However, to determine the absolute energy difference
AE between the QS energy in the total spectrum and the theores
tical QS energy is difficult because 1) an accurate absolute
energy calibration of Eo is required and 2) the theoretical
QS energy has to be known. We estimate that AE =(±2xlO~3 +
2xlO~3)Eo; the sum of the uncertainty in the absolute energy
and the difference between the calculated and measured QS energy. Calculations of the electronic stopping for 9 = 30° by
using Firsov's
formula [44] give values of 115 and 220 eV
for 5 and 10 keV neon on copper respectively.
One may conclude that in the close collision the calculated
electronic stopping is too large. This is also indicated in
experiments with helium on copper [45].
5i3_Neutralizatign.
In this section we discuss the data obtained for n p s as a
function of il< and the crystal directions. All our data on r\nc,
Ufa
as a function of i|> for different primary energies and for different crystal directions (fig.7) show a highly asymmetric
behaviour with respect to i|> = 0.5 6. This indicates the importance of ionization (section 4.3).If log niL i s plotted against
UD

1/Vf sin(9-ijj) the behaviour can be described reasonably well
by a straight line. For our experimental conditions the slopes
of these lines are given in table 2. It appears that the slope
for r) ro * n t n e <100> direction decreases with decreasing energy.
Furthermore, for 10 keV neon ions the slope decreases as a
function of the interatomic distance, while for 5 keV the slopes
in the <100> and in the <2lO> direction appear to be the same
(fig.7).
By changing the crystal direction and ty, the scattering behaviour changes drastically [32,47] (section 5.1). It may be
that this change gives rise to other charge exchange processes
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Table 1
E0(keV)

T(K)

He +

Ne +

Ar+

10
10
10
7
5
4

450
600
800
800
800
800

2.24
2.18
2.20

1.23
1.09
1.03
1.09

1.50
1.33
1.20
0.79

1.65

Values of vc(x 105 m/s) (± 5%).
This table was unfortunately left out in ref. [8],

Table 2
Eo(keV)

crystal
direction

slope (± 20%)
(x 105)(m/s)

10
10
10
9
8
5
5

<100>
<210>
<310>
<100>
<100>
<100>
<210>

1.03
0.85
0.63
0.90
0.63
0.31
0.31

The slope are obtained by approximating by n o g plotted
against l/vf sin (9-ij/) by a straight line. Ions are used
as primary particles.
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which occur during the collision sequence, and therefore n__
changes as a function of 1J1 and of the crystal direction.Furthermore the background in the QS region of the spectrum changes
and this may influence the calculated n^_ (section 5.4). The
last mentioned effect can not explain the difference in slope
of the 10 keV data for different crystal directions.
However, if for a certain E o , the ionization processes during the violent collision are the same for the different crystal directions and angles of incidence IJJ, the observed behaviour has to be explained by neutralization processes on the outgoing trajectory.
For Auger neutralization the ion escape probability increases as the distance of the ion to the surface increases [16].
This seems to be confirmed by experiments with a Cu(100) surface [8](table 1); there is found to be a temperature as well
as an energy dependence of v (v may be indentified with the
slope of log n versus 1/v sin (6-ip)).
Then, one would expect that v increases for particles scattered from a chain, as the interatomic distances increase because then the particles approach the surface to a relatively
small distance. However, this does not correspond with our
10 keV results (fig.7). Maybe the data can be explained by
taking into account the influence of the electron density at
the surface on v for the different crystal directions [48].
However, when we use the theory of the Tashkent group [25] we
can give a qualitative explanation of the data. This theory
involves the distance of the ion to the nearest atom after the
collision. These distances can be calculated for a rigid crystal
and are 1.1, 1.2 and 1.5 A for the <100>,<210> and <310> directions respectively. Therefore, the survival probability is
expected to increase in proceeding from the <100>, to the <2lO>
and <310> respectively. This agrees with the measured slopes
(table 2 ) . This does not contradict the data of [8]; they can
be explained with the same theory.
It is not obvious why, for 10 keV neon ions,the values of
n* in the <310> and <210> directions are smaller than those
in the <100> direction (fig.8). Some of these differences may
be causes by the background, due to particles scattered from
below the surface having a lower ri+ (section 5.3), but the
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overall result of the processes in the in- and outgoing trajectories determine n + and these can be different for different crystal directions.
For lower energies (5 keV,section 4.4, fig.7) the slopes are
about the same for the <100> and <210> directions. Due to the
lower energy and larger distances from the surface, the exact
position of the nearest neighbour atom is not so important,
but one should take several neighbouring atoms into account.
Thus the neutralization on the outgoing trajectories may not
depend so strongly upon the crystal direction.
The fact that log n + as a function of l/ v f sin (0—tp) can be
approximated reasonably well by a straight line does not necessarily mean that the Auger neutralization model is correct. To
explain our data it turns out to be necessary to include the
shape of the electron distribution, which is centered around
the surface atoms [48].

i

'
;

The theory which takes into account the atomic character
of the surface [25] seems to explain our data better and may
also explain the deviations from the straight line in fig.7.
An advantage of the method given in [25] is that one may introduce inelastic processes, which play an important role (section 5.2). Moreover, multiple collisions are also described by
this theory.

For energies near the double scattering energy, n appears
to have a maximum (iinn) (see fig.4). The fact that n..- and n-._
for 10 keV Ne and 20 keV Ne
respectively, are about the same is another indication of the occurence of charge exchange processes depending upon ro; for 6 = 15°
and E o = 20 keV the value of r0 is about the same as for 9 = 30°
and E o = 10 keV. Thus the ion yield in the double scattering
peak is due to the same charge exchange processes as in the 10
keV QS peak.
The value of rug and rigD for 20 keV neon is about the same.
Because the neutralization on the outgoing trajectory is about
the same for particles taking part in QS and in QD events it
seems that the ionization degree is about the same for both
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events.
The appearance of a maximum n 0 D is difficult to explain in
terms of the chain model. Particles scattered with an energy
E above E^ o appear to have followed trajectories which, as
a function of E, differ only gradually from a pure double collision trajectory, as follows from computer simulations [32],
Therefore one expects n to vary gradually from n_o to i™-..
i™yo
yu
Unless one assumes a rather special sequence of ionization
and
i
neutralization [25] processes one ca
can not explain the ri0D maximum.
It
may
be
possible
that
the
n
by the
0
0DD maximum
occurence of a minimum in n between
E n e and E is .caused
The reason
is that for 6 = 30"three-dimensional scattering processes not
included in the chain model may contribute to the yield between Erte and E_,n . For instance, we may have two succesive
out-of-plane collisions resulting in an inplane scattering of
30° (zig-zag collision) [32]. The ion fraction of particles that
have taken part in such a scattering process may be smaller;
the measured n (E) would then also be smaller depending upon
the relative importance of these processes.
In conclusion: the ion fraction does not only depend upon
the neutralization and upon the ionization processes, but also
upon the cross sections for different trajectories with their
specific ion fractions.
6. Conclusions and summary.
The ion fractions of neon scattered from a Cu(100) surface
have been measured for different experimental conditions.
The ion fractions obtained with charged projectiles for
different primary energies indicate that ionization processes
have a large influence on the ion fraction. To investigate the
importance of these ionization processes we also determined the
ion fractions for neutral projectiles. For low energies (5 keV),
the ion fraction is distinctly different for primary ions and
for neutrals. We tried to explain this by assuming a sequence
of atomic charge transfer processes during the interaction of
the particles with the target atoms. It appears that the ions
may be neutralized to an excited state before the violent collision occurs. Therefore the ionization probability during that
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collision may be higher for charged projectiles than for ground
state neutrals. The energy difference between the energies of the
QS peak in the ion spectra, using neutral and charged projectiles, seems to confirm this idea. For higher energies (10 keV),
n is the same for neutral and for charged projectiles.Due to
the smaller distance of closest approach other charge transfer
processes occur, resulting in the same ri for ions and for neutrals. This seems to be confirmed by the fact that the QS energies
in the ESA spectra for charged and for neutral projectiles are
the same.
Measurements with different crystal directions and angles of
incidence have also been performed. A consistent qualitative explanation can be given by taking into account the atomic character .of the solid, and by using interatomic neutralization processes. However a theory based on Auger processes, which uses
an increase in the electron density near the surface atoms,
might also explain the neutralization phenomena.
Care should be taken in interpreting the ion fraction data.
It should be realized that in determining n the ions which have
lost energy in some inelastic (ionization) process, are compared with neutrals which may have suffered no inelastic losses
but rather more elastic energy loss, and thus
have a different scattering cr'oss section.
The maximum in the ion fraction near E Q may be due to a
special sequence of inelastic processes, but also to three-dimensional scattering effects, resulting in particles with a
final energy between E.. and £„. which may have a lower ion
fraction. These particles may cause a minimum in n (E) for energies between E
and E Q D , resulting in a peak in n + .
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CHAPTER V.
INTERACTION OF LOW ENERGY (5-10 keV) ARGON ATOMS AND IONS
WITH A Cu(100) SURFACE; ION FRACTION, IONIZATION AND NEUTRALIZATION.

Abstraat.
The ion fractions n of low energy (5-10 keV) argon particles,
scattered from a Cu(100) surface, are measured with a time of
flight spectrometer. Neutral as well as charged projectiles
are used. The scattering angle 8 is 30°. The results for difi'erent angles of incidence ty and crystal directions are reported.
For scattering in the <100> direction, with a ifj-value of
15° and a primary energy E o of 5 and 10 keV, the ion fractions
for the quasi single scattering peak, nos# are 1.5 and 6.1%
respectively. When Eo is between 5 and 10 keV a reionization
process with a constant reionization probability occurs during
the violent interaction. This process, but also neutralization
along the outgoing trajectory, determines n os With ions as projectiles, an energy difference of about
16 eV is observed between the quasi single scattering peaks
in the spectra of all scattered particles and of ions only.
The ion fraction for the quasi double scattering peak, n Q D ,
depends largely upon Eo, indicating that the efficiency of the
reionization process increases with Eo.
A qualitative discussion of the data is given, using the
reionization process and the interatomic neutralization
processes along the trajectory of the scattered particles.
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1. Introduation.
Low energy (0.1-10 keV) noble gas ion scattering (LEIS)
is used to study the composition [1,2] and the structure
[3,4,5] of the outermost surface layer.
The surface sensitivity of LEIS is attributed to: a. preferential
neutralization of particles that have penetrated the solid [1]
and b. the large scattering cross section in this energy range
[6]. The ion yield in the single scattering peak is often used
to investigate the composition of a surface [2]. This yield
is determined by the scattering cross section and by the
charged fraction of the scattered particles; up to now little
is known about them. The energy spectra of multiple scattered
ions, used to investigate surface structures [4], are also
influenced by neutralization [7]. Therefore, a comparison of
the model calculations of the energy spectra of scattered
particles with the measured ion spectra is difficult because
the neutralization and the charge exchange processes, taking
place during the interaction of the particle with the surface,
are not known [8].
The neutralization and charge exchange processes are investigated
by measuring the ion yield with an electrostatic analyser (ESA)
[9,10,11], or by measuring the ion spectra as well as the total
spectra with a stripping cell in front of the ESA [12,13] or
with a time of flight (TOF) spectrometer [6,14,15].
By calculating the ion fraction n+» defined as the ratio
of the ion yield and the total yield, the scattering cross
section is eliminated, in a first order approximation. Thus
charge exchange and neutralization processes determine r\ .
For noble gas particles, n shows a pronounced maximum near
the single scattering energy [6,12,15], reflecting the above
mentioned preferential neutralization. The neutralization
of noble gas particles near a solid surface is often explained
by using Auger processes [16] on the in- and outgoing trajectories.
For high energies (>30 keV) during the collision, a quasimolecular complex is formed and all particles are ionized.
When these ions leave the target Auger neutralization may
occur [9].
For helium, (2-10 keV) ionization during the collision
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appears to occur as do Auger neutralization processes on both
the in- and the outgoing trajectories [11,17,18]. For lower
energies (<2 keV) these Auger processes are also assumed to
occur; for certain ion-target combinations, atomic charge
transfer processes result in oscillations of the ion yield as
a function of the primary energy [19,20,21,22].
We have reported on experiments with neon ions as well as
with neon atoms, scattered from a Cu(100) surface [15,23],
For low energies (5 keV), the ion fraction near the quasisingle scattering energy (rug) appears to be much smaller for
neutral projectiles than for charged ones. For high energies
(10 keV), however, n o s is almost the same for charged and for
neutral projectiles (^22%), indicating that different charge
transfer mechanisms occur for low and for high energies. This
is confirmed by the fact that, with neutral and with charged
projectiles, energy differences (^22 eV) have been found
between the quasi-single scattering peaks in the total and
in the ion spectrum. A neutralization model which assumes only
interatomic neutralization processes along the trajectories
[24,25] appears to give a good qualitative explanation of
the results.
In this paper we report on ion fractions obtained with both
charged and neutral argon projectiles, scattered from a copper
surface. The: ion fraction r\* of argon appears to be much
smaller than that of neon (^6% instead of 22%, for E o = 10 keV)
Ionization processes appear to play an important part, and
under the given experimental conditions, n* is the same for
neutral and charged projectiles.
8. The experimental set-up.
The details of the experimental set-up are discussed
elsewhere [26]. A brief account will be given of the features,
which are important for the experiments reported in this
paper. A unoplasmatron ion source and a magnetic analyzer
provide a mass analyzed ion beam with an energy between
2 and 10 keV. The current density at the target is between
10 8 and 10~6 A/cm2. A neutral beam is obtained by means of
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a neutralizer cell. Because symmetric charge exchange
processes are used to neutralize the noble gas ions and because
the aperture angle of the pri»aary beam in the target chamber
is small (3.5xlO~ rad), these neutrals are in the ground state
and have the same energy as the ions [27]. The target is
mounted on a goniometer in the target chamber (base pressure
l-2xlO~10 torr). The angle of incidence i|> can be varied
continuously. The azimuthal angle <j> has a range of 50° and
the scattering angle 6 is fixed at 30°. The angles 4> and \p
are calibrated by carrying out channelling experiments with
a hydrogen beam [28]. The target is cleaned by ion bombardment.
The energy of the scattered ions is determined with an
ESA (AE/E = 0 . 5 % (PWHM)), whereas a TOF spectrometer
(AE/E <v 0.5% (FWHM)) is used to determine the energy of
all scattered particles [26]. Typical ion doses needed to
obtain ESA and TOF spectra are 10* * and 10* * ions/cm2
respectively. The ion fraction r\+ is calculated by using the
TOF and ESA spectra [15,26].
In our apparatus it is not possible to chop the neutral
beam; therefore we use the ESA spectra of charged and of
neutral projectiles to obtain n + for neutral projectiles [23].
3. The results of scattering experiments.
3^l_Measurements.
Fig.l shows energy spectra of 9 keV argon particles,
scattered from a Cu(100) surface, for specular reflection
with 6 = 30°. The spectra of all scattered particles (ions
plus neutrals), as measured with the TOF spectrometer (Fig.la),
and of scattered ions only (Fig.lb) are shown for two crystal
directions, namely the <110> and the <100> direction. The
yields are normalized to the primary beam current. To avoid
damage of the target by the ion beam, the Cu(100) target is
kept at a temperature of 550 K [29] during the experiments.
The general features of the spectra can be understood in
the framework of the chain model [29,30]. The peak near the
theoretical value of the single scattering energy (E/Eo = 0.840)
can be attributed to quasi-single (QS) scattering; i.e. one
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a) The ratio R of the heights of the QS and QD peak of ions (+) and
ions plus neutrals (.), as a function of E Q . The ratio determined
by model calculations is also shown (x).
b) The relative width of the QS peak at 3/4 of the maximum height,
for ion spectra (+) and tctal spectra (.), as a function of Eg.

large deflection and a few smaller ones, resulting in a
somewhat higher energy than the single scattering energy
[29]. Furthermore a quasi-double (QD) scattering peak can be
distinguished, whereas the structure on the high energy
side indicates quasi-triple (QT) scattering [29].
Fig.2a shows the ratio R of the heights of the QS and
QD peaks as a function of the primary energy, for both the
total and the ion spectra. The scattering plane is in the
<1OO> direction of the Cu(lOO) surface. For the total spectra
this ratio appears to increase slowly with E o , and reflects
the difference in energy dependence of the cross sections for
QS and for QD scattering. However, for ions, also charge
exchange plays a part and as a consequence R behaves completely
differently as compared with the TOF results.
Fig.2b shows the relative width taken at 3/4 of the maximum
yield of the QS-peaks in these spectra, also as a function of
E o . Due to the occurrence of multiple scattering events (see
Fig.la), the FWHM-value is badly defined.
In general the measured width of the QS peak is larger for
the total spectra than for the ion spectra.
3j,2_Discussion.
Large differences in the shape of the total spectra as well
as of the ion spectra are observed for the two crystal directions.
This is a consequence of the different interatomic distances
d
in the <110> (d = 2.55 A) and in the <100> (d = 3.61 A)
directions. For small interatomic distances the multiple
scattering effects are more pronounced, resulting in higher
QS and QD energies and in an increase of the QD yield.
In the total spectra (Fig.la) the yield in the <110>
direction is much higher than in the <100> direction. This is
due to 1) reflection from the second layer, which is visible
in the <110> direction, 2) focussing effects in the <110> surface
semi-channels [31], and 3) the smaller interatomic distance
which causes a larger cross section for the multiple scattering.
The same enhancement of the yield has also been found for neon
on Cu(lOO) [15], and on Ni(100) [32]. For these crystal
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directions the ion spectra do not show this striking
difference in yields. When ions are measured, only the first
layer namely contributes to the scattering yield, the ions which
are scattered from the second layer in the <110> direction have
travelled a large distance in the solid and are thus neutralized
to a large extent. As a consequence, the ion fraction is small
in the <110> direction.
The ratio R (section 3.1, Fig.2a) is remarkably high for
the ion spectra and is due to the fact that the ion fraction
nt D of doubly scattered particles is smaller than n o g of
singly scattered particles.
Fig.2a also shows the R values obtained by model calculations.
A three atom model [44] is used with a Thomas-Fermi potential,
and the screening function of Moliere [ 40]. The theoretical
screening length [4l] is multiplied by 0.65 [8]. The agreement
between the calculated R values and those obtained from the
total spectra is fairly good. As a consequence, the decrease
of the R value for the ion spectra with increasing E o , is due
to ionization and neutralization effects.
It is important to note that for the <110> direction
model calculations (Fig.3oft29], 10 keV argon, T = 700 K)
show a much better agreement with the measured total spectrum
than with the measured -. - spectrum. As a consequence, by
comparing the model results with the total spectra a better
estimate of the model parameters [8] may be obtained.
The sharp decrease of the ratio R in the ion spectra with
increasing E o (Fig.2a) (also reported in [8]), indicates that
nt_ increases faster than n-.^, which is probably due to a sharp
increase in the efficiency of the reionization process
occurring during the QD collisions. Comparing these results
with those for neon [23], we see a striking difference in
the behaviour of R in the ion spectra; in the case of neon
the value of R in the ion spectra increases greatly with E o ,
indicating a greater increase of the ionization probability
for single scattering events than for double scattering events.
The difference in width of the QS peak in the total and
in the ion spectra may be due to the fact that particles observed
in TOF and ESA spectra have experienced different scattering
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and/or charge exchange processes. Experiments with neon ions
scattered from a copper surface [23], and also from a nickel
surface [33], show that-the width of the single scattering
peak of ion spectra is smaller than that of total spectra.
4. Ion fractions.
4il_Ion_beam_exgeriments.
With the TOP spectrometer we determined the ion fraction
of charged argon projectiles, with energies between 5 and 10 keV.
The Cu(lOO) surface was bombarded in the <100> direction, under
specular reflection conditions with e = 30°. The method used
to obtain n + has been described elsewhere [15,26].
Pig.3 shows n as a function of the energy E after
scattering for different values of the initial energy, E o .
These ion fractions are not corrected for particles which also
have a final energy near the QS energy but which have not taken
part in a single scattering process at the surface. Other
authors, however, have carried out this correction [32].
Probably these particles have a smaller value for r\ and
therefore the total single scattering ion fraction is underestimated. The value of this correction is not precisely known
but it is small 'for our scattering conditions. The observed
energy differences (section 4.3) may also cause a systematic
deviation. The ions and the neutrals, which are compared
to calculate n + , may have followed different trajectories and
this may result in a value for n which is too large. However,
these effects do not influence the reported results to a large
extent.
The ion fraction data all show a pronounced maximum near
the quasi-single scattering energy (rioo)« This is also found
for other noble gas ions, and for other materials and scattering
angles [6,12,25,23]. In addition, n~g appears to increase with
E o (see also fig.3).
At high energies a second maximum in n + occurs, namely
near the quasi-double scattering energy (n 0 D )• It is important
to note that in this energy range, the value of n*D is smaller
ty in that of n* and that n* increases faster with E o than
r, ,„ does (Pig.4). This behaviour is quite a different from
Jo
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Fig.3. The ion fractions of argon with primary energies Eg of 5,6,7,8,9 and
10 keV, as a function of the energy E after scattering.
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Fig.4. The ion fraction in the QS peak (i oq ) as a function of Eg, for charged
{+) and neutral (o) projectiles
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) obtained
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and
are calculated n values (see text).
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that observed for neon [23]; in that case n o s increases
faster than does n 0 D with E o because the ionization probability
in the single collision increases [12,23].
The behaviour of r\* and T1QD as a function of E, is responsible
for the decrease in the ratio R for the measured ion spectra
(Fig.2a).
To check the importance of the ionization processes, we
also determined y^+ with neutral argon projectiles. In that
case all ions, measured after scattering, must be formed in
the scattering events.

To determine ntg for neutral argon projectiles we used the
procedure described earlier [23]. Fig.4 shows n^a obtained
us
with neutral projectiles, as a function of E o . The values of
r\nc, and n* , obtained with charged projectiles are also shown.
It appears that in this energy region both neutral and charged
projectiles produce the same values for n + , indicating
that during the violent collision the same ion.i.zation
mechanism occurs. The increase of nOg with Eo may be explained
by the decrease of the neutralization probability of the ions
on the outgoing trajectory (section 5.2).
The distance of closest approach, r 0 , for 6 = 30° and 15°
respectively, is also given in Fig.4. These values are calculated
with a Thomas-Fermi potential using a screening function of
Moliere [40] and a theoretical screening length given by [4 1],
but multiplied by 0.65 [8].
4_. 3_Energy_dif ferences.
The value of the energy of the maximum of the QS peak in
the total spectrum, E n o , may be higher than the E_ o value
which is found in the ion spectrum. This may be caused by energy
losses, occurring in the ionization process [15,23]. If different
charge exchange processes occur for neutral and for charged
projectiles then the values of E Q S in the ion spectra may be
different [23].
In this section we report on the energy differences AEj and
AE 2 . The energy difference AE1 is defined as the measured
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Fig.5. The energy difference AE£ defined as the difference in energy between
the QS peak in the total (TOF) spectrum and the ion (ESA) spectrum/
both obtained with charged projectiles,
a} AE 2 as a function of Eg,
b) A E 2 as a function of i|i, for the <100> and 310> crystal directions.
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energy difference between E^ o in the ion spectra (ESA),
obtained with charged and with neutral projectiles respectively,
whereas AE, is the difference between E^_ of the total spectrum
(TOF) and E_ s of the ion spectrum (TOF), both obtained with
charged projectiles. The energy difference AE2 is about the
same as the energy difference between E__ of the ion- and of
+
the neutral spectrum, because n is small.
Pig.5a shows the results for argon projectiles, specularly
reflected from the Cu(100) surface, as a function of E o . It
turns out that, within the experimental error (^ 5 eV), the
value of AEj is zero. The value of AE? is nearly equal to
the ionization energy of the argon atom (15.8 eV) in this
energy region. This indicates that charged and neutral projectiles
take part in the same ionization process. This is also suggested
by the fact that for neutral and for charged projectiles, the
values of ivto are the same (Fig.4, section 4.2).
Fig.5b shows AE2 as a function of i|>, with charged projectiles
and E o = 10 keV. If IJJ is smaller than 15°, then the value of
AE2 turns out to be constant, whereas for i|> larger than 15°,
AE2 increases sharply with <p.
We can determine AE2 and AE2 fairly accurately, because
these are energy differences. However, it is very difficult
to obtain the absolute value of the energy difference, AE .
between the Ert_ value of the total spectrum and the theoretical
E Q S value because 1) an absolute energy calibration must be
carried out and 2) the theoretical value for the QS energy
has to be known. We estimate that AEg = (+ 2xlO~3 + 4x10"3)E0;
i.e. the sum of the uncertainty in the absolute energy and the
difference between the calculated and the measured E_ e . With
Firsov's formula [34] we obtain for the electronic stopping
62 and 136 eV for 5 and 10 keV argon on copper, and with a
scattering angle 6 = 30°.These values are too large; this is
also observed for neon on copper [23]. Measurements with a
much higher energy, namely 40 keV copper ions scattered by
argon atoms, show inelastic energy losses of about 60 eV
[39].
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4<.4_The_ion_fraction_as_a_function_of_iJ;_and_the_cry-stal_directions.
To investigate the importance of ionization processes, the
value of n* is determined as a function of ij). If ionization
Ufa
occurs during the violent interaction, then the neutralization
processes along the outgoing trajectory determine ru c . Therefore,
+
n _ decreases with increasing ip, irrespective of the nature
Ufa
of the neutralization processes. On the other hand, if ionization
is not important, than a more symmetrical behaviour of n_ s
around specular reflection must be expected [11].
The measurements are shown in Fig.6; log n o s is plotted as
a function of 1/v. sin(8-ip) (see section 5 ) , for 10 keV primary
argon ions, scattered in the <100> and the <310> direction.
It appears that ionization occurs during the violent collision.
This is confirmed by measurements with neutral projectiles,
because for ty = 9, 15 and 21

respectively the values of ru_
Ufa
a r e t h e s a m e as f o r c h a r g e d p r o j e c t i l e s .
T h e f] v a l u e s a s a f u n c t i o n o f E , , b u t f o r d i f f e r e n t

c r y s t a l d i r e c t i o n s , show t h e same b e h a v i o u r a s a l r e a d y g i v e n
in Fig.4 for the <100> direction.
The values of n* for the <100> direction and for the
Ufa
<3lO> direction are the same within the experimental error.
It turns out that in the <210> direction, ru g is about 20%
greater (shown in Fig.7 for E o = 10 keV). However, for the
<110> direction, the n + values are much smaller (less than 1 % ) .
Particles scattered in this direction have travelled a considerable
distance in the semi-channel, and may be neutralized. The
ionization processes may also be different; both effects
result in a smaller value for n + .
Fig.7 shows that for E o = 1 0 keV the shape of n

as a function

of the energy E after scattering greatly depends upon the
crystal direction. It appears that for large interatomic
distances, the maximum in n

at the quasi-double scattering

energy is less pronounced, whereas for energies smaller than
EQS

the value of n + increases. This behaviour is also found

for low primary energies.
5. Discussion.

Different models are used to describe the neutralization
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and charge exchange processes which occur during the
scattering of noble gas particles from a surface. For single
scattering, a combination is used of Auger neutralization by
conduction electrons on the in- and on the outgoing trajectories,
and inelastic charge transfer during the violent collision.
In experiments with helium, scattered from a Cu(100)
surface, the dependence of the ion yield upon ^ has been
described by introducing a probability of both ionization and
neutralization during the violent collision [11,17,18,35].
For neutral projectiles, ionization during the violent
collision and neutralization on the outgoing trajectory
determine the ion yield, and n is given by [ill:
n + = P±f2

(D

with:
f2 = exp(-vc/vf sin (9-<J>)),

(2)

v a characteristic Auger velocity; v f the final
velocity of the scattered particle and P. the
ionization probability during the violent collision.
When we use the model of the Tashkent group [24,25] we have
to calculate firstly the trajectory of the particle, and
then the ionization and neutralization of these particles
due to interactions with the target atoms. In this way the
ion fraction is obtained. Ionization is assumed to occur if
the inelastic energy loss, calculated with Firsov's formula
[34], is larger than the ionization energy of the noble gas
atom. In this model, because the trajectories of the particles
are used, multiple scattering processes are also incorporated.
In general, this model does not predict a simple
dependence of n upon the velocity of the particle, perpendicular to the surface.
In a previous paper [23], dealing with the ion fraction
of neon ions and atoms which are scattered from a copper
surface, it turned out that the last-mentioned model gives a
consistent qualitative interpretation of the data.
Energy losses of ions, probably due to ionization processes,
have already been observed for different ion-target combinations
[12,15,23,35,36]. To obtain the difference in inelastic energy
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losses, the measured energy differences, AE! and AE 2 , must be
corrected [23,37]. However, this correction is not carried out
because it is small (^ 3%) compared with the experimental errors.
5i2_The_ion_fraction_in_the_2S_£eak.
The charge transfer processes, which occur during the
scattering events, determine the n value. For neon, scattered
from a copper surface [23], the ion fractions and the energy
differences AEX and AE 2 indicate that for low energies (e.g.
5 keV), a distinctly different ionization process occurs than
for high energies (e.g. 10 keV). A qualitative explanation
has been given, involving different inelastic processes for
low and high E o [23].
For argon on copper the same type of processes may be important. In a typical QS sequence of collisions, i.e. one
large deflection and some smaller ones, the distances of
closest approach, r 0 , are 1.30 A for 5 keV argon on copper
with e = 0.5° and 0.321 A with 9 = 29°, whereas for 10 keV
argon on copper r0 is 1.08 A with 6 = 0.5° and 0.235 A with
e = 29°. With these r0 values, outer and inner MO processes
may occur, resulting in excitation and charge transfer
[27,37,38]. Due to the relatively large scattering angles
and the high energies (30° and keV's respectively) all
particles are involved in inelastic processes [2 7], and the
number of surviving ions (i.e. ions which survive the
different scattering processes in the charged state) may be
ignored.
In contrast to the neon results [23], the value of ri*,
for argon, is almost the same for neutral and for charged
projectiles (Fig.4). Moreover the energy difference AEj is
found to be small (< 3 eV) whereas AE2 is about 15 eV and thus
nearly equal to the ionization energy of argon (15.8 eV)
(Fig.5a). This can be explained by assuming that in the
distant collision on the ingoing trajectory, the ions are
neutralized and in the ground state, but that in the
following violent collision ionization may occur, in the
same way as for neutral projectiles. This mechanism is also
proposed for 10 keV neon [23].
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If the ionization degree after the violent
constant, and if the trajectories followed by
are nearly equal, then both theories (section
that n depends upon the final velocity v^ of
in the following way [ 2 5 ] :
n + = n * exp(-B/v f )

collision is
the particles,
5.1) predict
the particle

(3)

with n * the ionization degree after the violent collision, and
B a constant.
The solid curve in Fig.4 is obtained by choosing B = 5.8x10 5
m/s and n 0 = 1 . Therefore, we may conclude that if the distance
of closest approach decreases by 0.1 A as the energy increases
from 5 keV to 10 keV, this does not initiate a different
ionization process; the efficiency of this process is constant.
However, this is different for n X y
5A 3_The_ i on_ f r ac t i on_ ne ar_ th e_ QD_ p_e ak.
For high E 0 -values, the ion fraction shows a second
maximum, namely near the QD energy (n^n)• F ° r 1° k ^ V argon,
scattered in the <100> direction, this peak is quite
pronounced, but for lower energies it has disappeared (Fig.3).
The experimental values of n 0 D / as a function of E o , are
given in Fig.4. It is not possible to choose such values
for B and for n. so that we can describe these data with
a relation of the type, given in (3). The broken line in
Fig.4 is calculated by choosing n* = 0.6 and B = 5.8xlO 5 m / s ;
the neutralization constant B is assumed to be the same as
for singly scattered particles. With this choice, the calculated
and the measured values of n 0 D are the same for E o = 10 keV.
However, for Efl < 10 keV the measured values are much smaller.
This may indicate that the ionization process, occurring in
the QD scattering (e = 1 5 ° ) , becomes more efficient for higher
E o values.
The QD peak in n + appears for E Q = 7 keV, and thus this
process starts at r 0 2/ 0.465 A (r0 for 7 keV and e = 15°,
argon on copper) . However, our data on r\ts indicate that for
r 0 < 0.41 A (rQ for 5 keV and e = 30°, argon on copper), the
efficiency of the ionization process is constant (section 5 . 2 ) .
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This indicates that an efficient ionization process starts
at r 0 < 0.465 A and that the efficiency increases with
decreasing r o until r 0 & 0.41 A and becomes constant for
smaller r 0 values (section 5.2). However, we may expect that
the value of ^

for 5 keV singly scattered particles is the

same as for 10 keV doubly scattered ones, namely 1. This
discrepancy may be due to the fact that ionization and
neutralization processes are not the same for singly and for
doubly scattered particles. But on the other hand particles
which have not taken part in a double scattering process
can contribute to the yield (section 4.1 and 5.5). As a
consequence, the experimental value of ri0D may be smaller than
the calculated one.
From the data presented here it is not possible to draw
definite conclusions about the nature and the importance of
the inelastic processes. Furthermore, almost no data are
available on the inelastic processes for argon on copper.
5_.4_Variation_of_the_an2le_of_incidence_jJ;.
Firstly we discuss AE 2 as a function of \j> (Fig.5b) . There
is a remarkable difference between the data for neon [23]
and those for argon. For neon, AE 2 shows an increase if <|>
is larger or smaller than 15°. However, for argon AE 2 is
almost constant if ijj is smaller than 15°, but AE 2 increases
for I|J values larger than 15°. The following qualitative
explanations can be given. We assume that: 1) the variation
of the ionization probability with the energy of the argon
particles is small if the distance of closest approach, r 0 ,
is not larger than 0.41 A (section 5.1). 2) the trajectories
of particles scattered by a chain of vibrating atoms [29],
depend upon the value of ty, and 3) in an interatomic Auger
process, the neutralization probability increases as the
distance between target atom and projectile decreases.
For small I/J and fixed 9, the QS trajectory can be described
as a few distant collisions, followed by a violent one.
During the violent collision the particles may be ionized to
a certain extent; this ionization does not depend very much
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upon r 0 , and thus neither upon e. lAe outgoing trajectories
are relatively steep/ and thus the distances d of the
outgoing ions to the nearest neighbour atom are large
(1.6 A for \ji = 9°, in the <100> direction). For a certain
i|i, the particles do not follow exactly the same trajectories?
owing to thermal vibrations small differences may occur. For
small *» however, they all give the same neutralization probability if the transition rate [25] does not change rapidly
for d n 2? 1.6 A.
The measured energy difference AE2 (section 4.3) is the
sum of the inelastic energy difference AE. , due to ionization
processes and the elastic energy difference AE .. This difference
AE . is due to the fact that scattered ions can have a larger
elastic energy loss than do neutral scattered particles.
As argued above, for small ty values there is no preferential
neutralization of particles which have followed specific
trajectories, and thus AE , will be zero and AE2 ^v 15 eV.
For large if), the QS trajectory can be described as one
violent collision, followed by a few distant ones. The exit
angle is fairly small and thus the distance d n is small too:
e.g. 0.9 A for ijj = 21°, in the <100> direction. During the
scattering process the positions of the atoms of tho chain
are fixed, but due to thermal vibrations, the instantaneous
position of the nearest neighbour atom is not precisely
known. The root mean square of these displacements perpendicular
to the surface, 6 , is 0.006/TA [42]. For ty is 21°, and the
<100> direction, the d n value lies in the region
(0.9+ 26 }A = (0. 9 ^ 0.28)A. If the interatomic Auger
transition rate depends greatly upon interatomic distances
of this size, then we can expect that different QS trajectories
would yield different ion fractions. The neutralization
probability on the outgoing trajectory will be higher if
d n is smaller. The deflection on this outgoing trajectory
is then also larger, and thus the multiplicity of the (total)
collision is greater. This results in a smaller elastic
energy loss. Therefore the mean energy of the neutralized
particle is larger than that of the ions and thus AE .
increases with i|>, which explains the increase of AE,.
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This effect should be smaller for a crystal direction
where d is larger. This is in agreement with the experiments
in the <310> direction. In this direction the distance
between the ion on the outgoing trajectory and the nearest
neighbour atom is relatively large (1.3 A for \\> = 21° and
1.6 A for * = 9° in the <310> direction), but the interpretation is complicated by the fact that for scattering in
the <310> direction, the nearest neighbour atoms lie in the
<100> and in the <110> direction (see fig.8).
The increase of AE2 with <Ji may be enlarged by the presence
of damage structures on the surface [4,7]. Trajectories of
particles scattered from step down structures give rise to
a large AE2 for large ij/-values [45]. However, due to the high
target temperature, the number of these structures will be
small compared with the ideal parts of the surface [29]. This
is also indicated by the shape of TOF and ESA spectra for these
experimental conditions.
The difference between these results and those reported
for neon [23] can be explained by the fact that, for neon on
copper, the ionization probability does change with r0 in
this energy range.
The decrease of log ru s as a function of ijj (Fig.6) can be
explained by assuming an increasing neutralization probability
on the outgoing trajectory. The data can be approximated
reasonably well with a straight line (the slope is 1.14xlOs m/sec
and may be identified with v
in formula (2)). The deviation
from the straight line for small lfi-values may be due to the
fact that, the neutralization probability decreases sharply
[25] because of the large distance between ionized particle
and nearest neighbour atom on the outgoing trajectory. The
increase of r\* may then be faster for small $-values than
could be expected from the straight line. This effect would
be larger for the <310> than for the <100> direction. Indeed
this is observed in the experimental data (Fig.6). The
deviation cannot be caused by the background (section 4.2)
which increases slightly if \j> decreases and therefore tends
to reduce the measured ruo.
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Cu(KO)

o
Fig.8. Top view of the Cu(100) surface. The interatomic distance d=3.61 A.
The trajectories of doubly scattered particles are shown; b in plane
scattering, a and c out of plane (i.e. zig-zag) scattering. The cross
section for these double scattering events is about the same. The
estimated relative energies after scattering are 0.805, 0.894 and
0.917 for the c, d and b trajectories respectively.
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The ion fraction n+(E) shows a maximum near the QS and
QD energies. The occurrence of the TIQD maximum is not
readily understandable with the chain model. The trajectories
of particles, scattered by a chain of vibrating atoms [42,43]
and with energies larger than E^.-, change only gradually.
+
Therefore, n is also expected to change gradually from
n o s to n 0D - However, an explanation may be given by
supposing special sequences of ionization and neutralization
processes [25] for the different trajectories (see section
5.4).
Fig.7 shows that for large interatomic distances the QD
peak is less pronounced. These distances are 3.61, 5.7 and
8.05 A for the <100>, the <310> and the <2lO> direction
respectively. As a consequence the cross section for the
QD scattering event decreases in proceeding from the <100>
to the <310> and to the <210> direction, resulting in a
less pronounced QD peak in the total spectra. However,
scattering events which are not included in the chain model
may contribute to the total yield, e.g. two successive
out of plane collisions, which result in an in-plane scattering
of 30° ( so called zig-zag collisions). They may contribute
to the yield between E_., and E__ [43], As a consequence
n+(E) shows a minimum between E Q S and E 0 D if the ion fraction
of the particles that have taken part in such scattering
events, is small. This is a possible explanation for the
maximum near the QD energy.
On the other hand, if QD processes have a relatively small
cross section (as for the <210> direction), and if out of
plane events have a relatively large cross section, then the
zig-zag processes may determine n (E).
The double scattering cross section can be calculated
with a two atom model [46] and is given by:
a_(E0,e.) c (Ej,e2)
l
a D = -5
2

<4)

with: a s the single scattering cross section, 0j and 92 the
first and second scattering angle in the double scattering
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process respectively/ Efl and E a the primary energy and
the energy of the particle after the first scattering
event respectively and I the distance between the atoms.
For the <1OO> and the <310> directions calculations with
(4) show that double scattering in the scattering
plane has the highest cross section (a is obtained by
using a Thomas-Fermi potential (section 4.2)). However, in
the <210> direction the cross section for out of plane
(i.e. zig-zag) scattering, involving nearest neighbour atoms
in the <110> and <310> directions (Fig.8), has about the
same value as the cross section for the double scattering
process in the <210> plane. For these out of plane events the
relative energy of the scattered particles is estimated to be
0.894 (<31O> atom) and 0.805 (<110> atom) respectively
whereas for in plane scattering the relative energy is 0.917.
This may explain the disappearance of the QD peak in
r\ (E) for the <2lO> direction. As a consequence one may
conclude that particles, which have taken part in
out of
plane
scattering
can have
rather high
n values.
6. Conclusions and summary.
The ion fraction n + of argon projectiles scattered from
a Cu(100) surface have been determined for different experimental
conditions. Charged as well as neutral projectiles have been
used. The value of n + near the single scattering energy
(nOg) turns out to be independent of the charge state of the
projectile. For both projectiles the same ionization process
occurs during the scattering event. This seems to be confirmed
by the fact that the QS energies in the ESA spectra for
charged and for neutral projectiles are the same. The behaviour
of n o s as a function of E, can be described reasonably well
by an exponential dependence upon the velocity of the scattered
particle.
However, for the ion fraction near the double scattering
energy (nlL), a distinctly different behaviour has been
observed. The ionization degree after the last violent collision
increases with E., resulting in a sharp increase of r\tn.
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Therefore two regions can be distinguished in the interatomic distances r0; for 0.41< r0 <0.47 A the ionization
degree seems to increase with decreasing r 0 , while for
0.31< r0 < 0.41A the ionization degree seems to be constant.
An energy difference of about 16 eV is found between the
energies of the QS peaks in the total and in the ion spectrum;
this is roughly the same value as the ionization energy of
argon (15.8 eV).
The model of the Tashkent group, which takes into account
the atomic character of the solid/ has been used to explain
our data. A consistent explanation of the energy differences
between the QS peaks in total and in ion spectra, and of
nft_ as a function of IJJ, appears to be possible.
The maximum in the ion fraction near the double scattering
energy may be due to a special sequence of inelastic processes.
Out of plane scattering events, however, may also result in
a minimum in n + (E), with energies between Ert_ and E__.
Ub
go
The change in shape of n (E) for the different crystal
directions suggests that also zig-zag scattering events
contribute to the scattering yield.
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CHAPTER V I .
ARGON (10 keV) SCATTERED FROM STRUCTURES, INDUCED BY BOMBARDING
A Cu(100) SURFACE; IONIZATION AND NEUTRALIZATION.

Abstract.
The ion fraction, n , of 10 keV argon particles, scattered
from a damaged copper surface, are measured with a time of
flight spectrometer. The damage was introduced by bombardment
with argon ions. The scattering angle was 30°. The results for
different angles of incidence, ty, are reported.
For iJi<10° the ion fraction is relatively high (~27% for I|I=4°)
and decreases as i|i increases. For i|>=15t> the value of n
whereas for 4 °<ip<27 °

is 7%,

the value of ri appears to be constant

(-14%).
An explanation is given by assuming interatomic ionization
as well as neutralisation processes along the trajectory of the
scattered particles.
The number of step-atoms, induced by ion bombardment, is
estimated to be about 2 x
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1. Introduction.
Low energy (0.1-10 keV) noble gas ion scattering (LEIS)
is used to investigate the,, composition and the structure of
the outermost surface layer [1-4]. The surface sensitivity
is attributed to preferential neutralization of particles that
have penetrated the solid til, and to the large scattering
cross sections in this energy region [5].
The yield as well as the shape of the measured energy
spectra of ions is influenced to a large extent by neutralization and ionization processes [6-lll. These processes are
investigated by measuring the ion yield [7-9], or the total
as well as the neutral yield [5,11,12]. From these latter
experiments we can calculate the ion fraction i , defined as
the ratio of the ion and the total yield. By determining n +
one obtains mainly information about the neutralization and
ionization processes because, in a first approximation, the
influence of the scattering cross section on n + may be
ignored.
Previously we reported on the ion fraction of neon and
argon, scattered from an undamaged Cu(100) surface [13,14].
The ion fraction is determined by ionization processes during
the violent collision, and by neutralization on the outgoing
trajectory [11,13,14]. It appears to depend largely upon the
precise trajectories of the scattered particles. A consistent,
qualitative explanation of the data could be given by taking
into account the ionization and neutralization processes which
occur along the trajectory of the scattered particle [15,16].
In the above-mentioned experiments we used a target temperature of 550K, and scattering conditions rear specular reflection.
These scattering processes can thus be described reasonably
well as the scattering from an ideal chain of vibrating atoms
[17,18] .
For the experiments reported in this paper, however, the
target was at room temperature, and the data were obtained by
scattering of noble gas particles from step-structures,
introduced by ion-bombardment [4,10]. The trajectories of
particles scattered from these structures, and from an ideal,
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10 keV "°Ar*-».Cu (100), < 100 >
9 =30°, T.300K
• ions • neutrals
• Ions
iyieW(arb.units)
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76 080 084 088 092 0-96

0.80 034 088 092 096

Fig.1. TOF (ions plus neutrals) and ESA (ions only) spectra of 10 keV argon
scattered from structures, induced by bombarding a Cu(lOO) surface.
The ^-values are 7°(a) and 23°(b). The scattering behaviour is similar
for both ^-values, whereas the charge exchange processes are quite different. The maxima of the TOF and the ESA spectra are .iormalized to 1
and 0.5 respectively.
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undamaged surface, are quite different. As a consequence the
ion fractions show a different dependence upon the angle of
incidence.
Furthermore we estimated the number of step-atoms from the
total yield of singly scattered particles.
2. The experimental set-up.
Only the features important for the experiments reported
here will be discussed. A more detailed description of the
apparatus has been given elsewhere [19].
The unoplasmatron ion source provides an ion beam with
an energy between 2 and 10 keV. This ion beam is mass-analyzed
with a magnetic analyzer. The current density at the target
is between 10"e and 10"6 A/cm2.
The target is mounted on a goniometer in the target chamber
(base pressure l-2xlO~10 torr). The angle of incidence, ip,
can be varied continuously. The azimuthal angle <j) has a range
of 50° whereas the scattering angle 9 is fixed at 30°. The
angles $ and i|> are calibrated by carrying out channelling
experiments with a hydrogen beam [20]. The target is cleaned
by ion bombardment, and the cleanliness of the surface is
checked by ion scattering experiments.
A time of flight (TOF) spectrometer (AE/E A 0.5%, (FWHM))
and an electrostatic analyzer (ESA) (AE/E = 0.5% (FWHM)) are
used to determine the energy of all scattered particles and
of scattered ions respectively. Typical ion doses, needed
to obtain ESA and TOF spectra, are 1011( and 10 1J ions/cm2
respectively [19]. The ion fraction n + is calculated by using
the TOF and the ESA spectra [11,19].
3. The results of spattering experiments.
Fig.l shows the energy spectra of all scattered particles
and of scattered ions only, measured with the TOF spectrometer
and the ESA respectively. The copper target was bombarded
with 10 keV argon ions and was at room temperature [23]. The
angles of incidence \\> were 7° (Fig.la) and 23° (Fig.lb)
respectively. The maxima of the energy spectra of all scattered
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particles (ions plus neutrals), and of ions only, are
normalized to 1 and 0.5 respectively. The observed peaks
result from particles scattered from damage structures, introduced by ion bombardment. The ion dose, needed to obtain a
TOF spectrum of particles scattered from the damaged surface,
is a few orders of magnitude smaller than that required for
an ESA spectrum.
,
The yield and shape of these spectra depend upon the amount
of damage introduced [19,21], In order to obtain data with
both techniques from the same structures, we bombarded the
crystal, at the i^-value in question, until saturation of the
damage-signal was reached. These structures may thus be
different for the different '('-values. Both total spectra show
two well defined peaks, and a broad maximum in between. These
features can be explained in the following way. For an ideal,
infinite chain of atoms and a fixed scattering angle 6, we
only expect scattering close to specular reflection conditions
(i|> = 8/2) [17,18,22]. However, bombardment of the target
with ions introduces irregularities in this chain. Therefore
scattering is also possible for small (i|/ < 10°) and for large
(iji > 20°) <|>-values, as has been observed earlier [4,10]. The
structures used to describe this scattering behaviour [4] are
shown as inserts in Fig.l; an ideal chain followed by a step-up
and an ideal chain followed by a step-down, for small and large
<|>-values respectively.
The two well-defined peaks at small ij/-values (Fig. la) are
attributed to 1) particles, scattered by the step-atom
(trajectory E) and which have an energy close to the theoretical single scattering energy (E/Eo = 0.840), and 2) particles,
which are first specularly reflected by the ideal chain and
then by the step-atom (trajectory D); their energy is determined
mainly by the scattering from this step-atom and is thus
higher than that of particles which are only scattered by a
step-atom. The F and F1 peaks, which appear for large ^-values
(Fig.lb), can be explained in the same way. This model gives
a good qualitative description of the dependence of the energy
of the scattered particles upon <f> [4,10], Moreover, we can
understand the reason for the similarity of the shapes of
the total spectra for i|/ is 7° and 23°, which are symmetrical
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with respect to * = 15°.
For a small i^-value (7°) the shape of the ion- and the
total spectra are similar, whereas for a large ^-value
(23°) only one pronounced peak is observed in the ion
spectrum, namely the F-peak. Indeed, the trajectories are
similar in both cases but the charge exchange processes,
occurring during the scattering event, are quite different.
Our experiments with argon, scattered from an ideal surface,
show that the ion yield is determined by an ionization process
during the last violent collision and by neutralization on
the outgoing trajectory [14]. For small ^-values the last
scattering event is a violent one for both the E and D
trajectories, while the outgoing trajectory is relatively
steep. The distance between the scattered particles and the
surface thus increases rapidly, and a large fraction of the
particles reaches the detector in an ionized state. As a
consequence the shape of the ion spectrum and of the total
spectrum are similar for ty = 7°. However, for ty = 27° the
situation is quite different. The particles which are only
scattered by the step-atom (F-peak) leave the surface at a
relatively large distance. This explains the pronounced
F-peak in the ion spectrum. The particles which follow the
F1-trajectory, and which are ionized during the violent
collision, are also scattered from target atoms on the
outgoing trajectory. This may result in a large neutralization
probability, and thus in a different shape of the ion
spectrum (Fig.l) and of the ion fraction (Fig.4), compared

with <p = 7°.
The broad maxima in both TOF spectra between the E and D,
and between the F and F' peaks respectively, may be explained
by assuming scattering from an ideal chain of vibrating
atoms [18]. The yield of particles with an energy below the
single scattering energy (E/Eo = 0.840} is relatively high
in comparison with this yield for specular reflection conditions [14]. This is due to the fact that the yield from
an ideal surface decreases greatly as \p deviates from e'2
[18].
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— • Cu( 100), < 100>
= 30°, T« 300K

18

21

24

27

30

• (•)
Fig.2, The ion fractions n s and n,r in the single and in the multiple scattering peaks respectively, as a function of <|i. The values of n + are
obtained from an undamaged surface. The broken line is calcula?ld
(see text).
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4. Ion fraction.
4il_The_ion_fraction_as_a_functign_of_j{i.
The ion fractions are determined with the TOF spectrometer,
and with 10 keV argon ions as primary particles. The
scattering plane is in the <100> direction, and 6 = 30°.
Fig.2 shows nt of the single scattering peaks and n M of
the multiple scattering peaks, as a function of ty (see also
Fig.4). The single scattering peaks are: the E-peak for
small i|>-values and the F-peak for large ((/-values, and
similarly the multiple scattering peaks are the D and F"
peak for small and large lfi-values respectively. Near specular
reflection, the quasi-single (QS) and quasi-double (QD) peaks
are the single and multiple scattering peaks respectively.
The QS peak originates from particles scattered by an ideal
chain, with one large deflection and a few smaller ones,
whereas the QD peak originates from particles scattered
with two large deflections and a few smaller ones Il8l.
The ion fraction n*

is the ion fraction in the QS peak of

an ideal surface [14]. The particles which have not taken
part in the single scattering process at the surface, but
have nevertheless an energy near the single scattering
energy, also contribute to this yield. If they have a smaller
ion fraction than singly scattered particles, then the value
of rig is underestimated. We do not know the magnitude of the
correction needed, for t|;-values of 7° and 23° it may be about
25% of the nt value (Fig.l), and it is smaller for all other
ijj-values (^ 6% and ^ 10% for <Ji-values of 15° and 27°
respectively). We have not carried out these corrections,
as other authors have done [24].
For small lji-values, n s is large (27% for i|i = 4 ° ) . The ion
fraction decreases greatly with increasing ip-values, upto
<JJ = 15°. For larger i|)-values, however, ru increases again and
it is approximately constant for 21° < I|I < 26°.
The value of n« may also be underestimated,

due to

background effects. The value of n.t decreases as if> increases,
for the whole iji-region. A similar behaviour of the ion
fractions, as a function of \ji, is also found for E o = 6 keV.
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Fig.3. The energy difference, AE 2 , between the single scattering peaks in
the total and in the ion spectra, as a function of f.
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In this section we report or the measured energy
difference, A E 2 , between the single scattering peak in
the total- and in the ion spectrum (i.e. the E, QS and Fpeaks respectively). In general, the energy of the single
scattering peak in the total spectrum is larger than that
in the ion spectrum. For a small ion fraction, AE2 is about
equal to the energy difference between the single scattering
peaks in the neutral and in the ion spectrum. The scattered
ions as well as the neutrals may have experienced some
energy loss in the scattering process.
Fig.3 shows AE2 as a function of <|>. For small and for
large ^-values AEZ is small. For 10° < \j> < 20°, i.e. the
region where, in the total spectrum, reflection from ideal
surface parts dominates, AE2 appears to increase greatly if
ij> increases.
Because AE2 is an energy difference, we are able to measure
it fairly accurately. It is difficult, however, to determine
the absolute value of the energy difference, AE g , between the
single scattering peak in the total spectrum and the theoretical single scattering energy, because 1) an absolute energy
calibration of E o has to be carried out and 2) the theoretical
single scattering energy has to be known. This theoretical
single scattering energy is relatively well-known for the
E and F peaks, because the scattering events take place at an
isolated step-atom, and thus multiple scattering effects may
be ignored. The experimental value of the single scattering
energy appears to be smaller than the theoretical values.
This difference AE is consistently larger for the F peak
than for the E peak; AE = (+ 2x10"3 + 5x10"3) E o and
A E S = (± 2x10" + 7xl0~3) E o , for the E and F peaks of the
total spectra respectively. The value of &E is the sum of
the uncertainty in the energy calibration and the difference
between the theoretical and experimental single scattering
energy. Experiments carried out with 6 keV argon, scattered
from a damaged surface, show a similar difference between
the AEs-values for the E and F peak respectively [10].
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10 keV 4 %-*-^Cu(100), <100)
6 =30°, T = 300K
= 23°
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Fig.4. The ion fraction, calculated from the measured ESA and TOF spectra,
for i^=7°(a) and t|>=23°(b) .The n and n,-values are also indicated.
The shape is quite different for small and for large ^-values.
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Fig.4 shows the ion fraction as a function of the energy
E after scattering, for <p = 7° and 23° respectively. A
comparison of the two ion fractions clearly shows the drastic
differences in shape. For <JJ = 7°, the ion fraction is peaked
near the energy of the E-peak, but also for higher E-values
n remains relatively large (^ 12%).
For \\> = 23°, however, only one pronounced peak is observed,
namely close to the energy of the F-peak. This shows the
special character of the step-atom in the step-down structure.
As a consequence the F'-peak is not observed in ion spectra
[10] (section 3, Fig.l).
S. Discussion.

The ion fraction, n + , is a result of the ionization and
neutralization processes which occur during the scattering
of the particle at the surface. To describe the ion yield
for single scattering conditions, a combination is used of
Auger neutralization by conduction electrons on the in- and
outgoing trajectories, and ionization during the violent
collision [6,8]. The result of the ionization process may
also be influenced by the charge transfer processes on the
ingoing trajectory, as is found in experiments with neon
[13]. For neutral projectiles the ion fraction is then given
by [8]:
n + = P±f2

(1)

with:
f2 = exp(-vc/vf sin(e-ip))

(2)

v_
c a characteristic Auger velocity, vx the final velocity
of the scattered particle, and P. the ionization probability during the violent collision.
A different approach has been made by the Tashkent group
[15,16]} interatomic Auger processes of the ion and the target
atom, occurring along the trajectory of the particle, are
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used to describe the neutralization. Ionization takes place
if the inelastic energy loss, calculated with Firsov's
formula [25], is larger than the ionization energy of the
noble gas atom. Because the trajectories of the particles
are used, multiple scattering processes are also incorporated
in this model.
As shown in previous papers [13,14], dealing with the ion
fraction of neon and argon ions and atoms, scattered from an
undamaged copper surface, the Tashkent model gives a consistent
qualitative interpretation of our data.
5^,2 _ihe_ion_f ractign_as_a_f unction_of _ ji.
In this section we discuss the behaviour of TI~ and riM, as
a function of i|i. In a previous paper [14 ] we reported on this
relation for ru , i.e. scattering of argon from an undamaged
surface. These results of r\na, for 10 keV argon and
O

n

11 < ty < 19 , are also given in Fig.2.
For 4 < \ii < 10° the values of r\a and n,, are determined
by scattering from the step-up structures. For the E-type
trajectory (see insert Fig.l), ionization may occur during
the violent collision. The ionization degree after this
collision does not depend upon \p, because the scattering
angle of the argon particle at the step-atom is constant,
and we assume [14]

that the state of the argon particle

does not influence the result of the ionization process. The
decrease of n g , as a function of ty, must thus be due to an
increase in the neutralization on the outgoing trajectory.
For an undamaged surface [14 ] this behaviour could be
approximated fairly well by a straight line, obtained by
plotting n o s versus l/vf sin(e-ip). The slope of this line
(which may be identified with v , formula (2)) was found to
be 1.14xlO5 m/s, if 11° < $ < 19°. The broken line in Fig.2
represents the values of n g , calculated with formula (1)
and with the constants of an ideal surface

[14 ]. The line is

extrapolated up to ^ = 4 ° . The measured nt-values appear to
increase much faster than the calculated ones, as ^ decreases.
This was also observed for un undamaged surface and for ijj-
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values near 9°, and may be due to the fact that, as a
consequence of the shape of the transition rate, the neutralization probability decreases sharply [16 ] if the distance
between the ion and the nearest neighbour atom, along the
outgoing trajectory, is larger than 1.6 A. (This is the
nearest neighbour distance d

for i|> = 11° and the <100>

direction). The measurements suggest that the ion fraction,
and thus the neutralization probability on the outgoing
trajectory, is not determined by the normal component of
the velocity of the scattered ion, as expected from formula
(1). However, interatomic neutralization processes [16] may
explain the measured behaviour. For small ty-values (< 7°)
the increase of rig may be due to a different ionization
probability during the violent collision. This is suggested
by the small value of AE 2 (section 5.3).
The ni-values (the D-peak for 4° < ib < 10°) are consistently
smaller than the n e -values. The D trajectory can be described
by a specular reflection, followed by a deflection of about
(6-2i|i) from the edge-atom. The results from an undamaged
surface indicate that, if in the QS-type collision the distance
of closest approach rfl is smaller than 0.41 A, the ionization
degree after this collision does not depend very much upon
the scattering angle. As a consequence, the ionization degree
after the violent collision may be constant for (9-2ijj) > 14°,
or tp < 8 ° , because r 0 = 0.415 A for 10 keV argon on copper
and e = 14° (This r 0 -value is calculated with a Thomas-Fermi
potential and a screening function of Moliere [26], The
theoretical screening length [27] is multiplied by 0.65
As a consequence we may expect that the n M ~

va

3-

ue

[17]).

is slightly

larger than the n e -value because the velocity of the multiply
scattered particle is higher while the outgoing trajectories
are similar in both cases. This seems to be confirmed by the
fact that the decrease of both ni and n., shows the same
+
+
dependence upon \f>. The difference bet./een rig and n M may be
due to the background in the spectra, caused by particles
which have not followed a D-trajectory but which have the
same final energy. If their ion fractions are small then they
tend to reduce the measured n^
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For smaller E o -values we may expect that the ionization
degree after the violent collision in the D-trajectory
depends upon i|i, because the r 0 -value may be smaller than
0.41 A . This is confirmed by measurements with 6 keV argon
ions; n« appears to decrease much faster than n , if i|»
decreases. (For 6 keV argon on copper rfl = 0.41 A for
9 = 24°.)
In the intermediate ^-region, 10° < * < 20°, the shape
of the total spectra is dominated by scattering from ideal
surface parts.
For ijj > 20

a peak, due to scattering from a step-down

can be distinguished in the total spectrum (see Fig.l).
However, this is quite different for the ion spectra; the
influence of the damage-structure on the ion-spectra becomes
evident for smaller ^-values (F-peak). The ng-value increases
with increasing i}> because of the relative importance of the
scattering from the step-atom. For the ideal, undamaged
surface, however, Tu g appears to be still decreasing as *
increases [14].
The particles which follow an F-trajectory have a relatively large probability of remaining ionized after the last
violent collision at the step-atom. The neutralization
probability, namely, is small because the distance to the
nearest neighbour atom is large (2.4 A for i|> = 19°, instead
of 1.0 A for an ideal, undamaged surface).
In the ((/-region where the F-peak is well separated from
the peak

produced by particles which are scattered from an

ideal surface (ij> > 21°), the n s value appears to be constant
for 21° < i\> < 26°. Because the ionization degree after the
violent collision is constant [14], this means that the shape
of the interatomic transition rate [16], for the region of
the distances to the nearest neighbour atoms involved, may
be such that the neutralization probability is a constant.
This would be the case if the density of the electrons
responsible for neutralization is spherically symmetric
around the step-atom. In the model of the Tashkent group
this would mean that the ion fraction is determined exclusive-
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ly in the violent collision, and that the

ions are not

neutralized on the outgoing trajectory because of the large
distance to the surface atoms. However, this seems to be
in contradiction to the nt-values for small ^-values, which
are larger than 14%. This could indicate that, due to a
different state of the argon particle before the collision,
the ionization processes for small and for large ^-values
are not the same.
For <Ji > 26°, n* decreases sharply. The distance d_ has

o

n

then obviously such a small value that the neutralization
probability starts to increase. This distance d

is 2.2 A,

for i|i = 26°. Also for 6 keV argon nt is constant for i|» > 20°
and decreases for larger ^-values (^ 26 ) .
The value of Tijjj decreases as IJJ increases, and turns out
to be approximately constant for ty > 18°. Because the
particles of the F'-peak travel a large distance near the
surface, after scattering at the step-down [10,16], it may
be expected that n M will be very small. The measured value
may also be influenced by particles which have not followed
an F 1 -trajectory; if the damage is large then there may be
no ideal chain at all behind the step-atom. This influences
the position of the F'-peak [19,28], and may therefore cause
a relatively large n M -value.
The Tashkent group calculated the n -values for scattering
of 6 keV argon from a step-up and a step-down, in the <11O>
direction of a copper surface [16]. For small ^-values they
found that both TI M and n g have about the same value, whereas
these ion fractions decrease as ^ increases. For large ^-values,
however, they did not find a ^-region where n g is constant.
This may be due to the fact that their crystal direction was
<110>, instead of <100>. A constant value for rig, in the
mentioned i)>-region, however, may be obtained by changing their
model parameters R

and a, i.e. decreasing the distance

within which neutralization occurs.
5i3_The_energjj_dif f erence.
The measured energy difference, AE 2 (section 4.2), is made
up of differences in inelastic energy losses, AE. , due to
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ionization processes, and of differences in elastic energy
losses, AE e l . The difference AE e l is due to the fact that
scattered ions may have a larger elastic energy loss than
neutral scattered particles.
For $ < 7°, AE2 is very small, probably because of the
rather high nt value, and because of the well defined
scattering processes in this ^-region. The energy difference
between ions and neutrals, instead of ions and all scattered
particles, appears to be larger in this <p-region. On the
other hand, it may be that this small AE2-value, and the large
rig-value, indicate that a different ionization process occurs.
The ingoing trajectory lies rather far from the surface and
therefore a lot of argon particles may still be in an ionized
state before the collision and therefore the ionization
degree after the collision may be different. The influence
of the initial state of the particle on the ionization degree
after the violent collision can be quite pronounced, as is
observed for neon [ 13 ].
Except for 15° < ty < 21°, the values of AE2 are about the
same, and close to the ionization energy of argon (15.8 eV).
The trajectories of the scattered particles are well defined,
and thus AE , is small.
However, for 1 5 o < i p < 2 1 o a sharp increase of AE2 occurs.
This is mainly due to an increase of A E . . The ions originate
from particles scattered by a step-up (F-trajectory), whereas
the total spectrum is still dominated by particles scattered
from ideal surface parts and which have small elastic energy
losses. This increase of AE2 has also been observed for an
ideal, undamaged, surface [14] and could be explained in a
similar way by assuming that particles following a trajectory
which give a large value for AE ,, will preferably not be
neutralized. However, in that case the value of AE2 is much
smaller (50 eV for <)j = 21° and for the <100> direction,
T = 550 K ) .

The yield in the E and the F-peak of the ion spectra is
proportional to the number of step-atoms, the scattering
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cross section, the ion fraction of the scattered particles
and a shadow-factor. If the ion fraction is not known and,
moreover, changes with ty, then it is not possible to determine
the number of step-atoms. However, the yield of the F and E
peak in the total spectra can be used to determine the number
of "visible" step-atoms. For a single scattering peak this
yield is given by:
I = Io

n

f W

0(9) AG

(3)

sin <f>
with:
I the scattering yield, I o the primary beam current, n
the density of scattering centres per unit area, o (6) the
differential scattering cross section, An the solid angle
of the detector and f (IJO a shadow-factor.
This shadow-factor f (i|>) is caused by the fact that step-atoms
may be screened and, as a consequence, projectiles cannot be
scattered from these atoms or scattered particles cannot
reach the detector. For small and for large ijj-values, the yield
in the E- and F-peaks are compared with the QS yield for
ty = 15°, which is assumed to correspond to the atom density
at an undamaged surface, and with f (i)>) = 1, because the
influence of damage on the total spectra is small for this
ljj-value. The ratio of the yield for \\> = 15° and for other
ip-values gives an estimate of nf(t|>), the number of visible
step-atoms. For large and for small tp-values the number of
steps-down and steps-up are measured respectively. These
ratios are given in table 1. For each ^j-value the data are
obtained after damaging of the crystal, until saturation
occurs (section 2 ) . The damage-structures may thus be different
for different ^-values. This may partly explain the differences
in the observed number of step-atoms, as a function of I|I. On
the other hand f (i|>) may reduce the yield, especially for large
and small tfi-values.
The number of step-atoms is underestimated because of
multiple scattering effects, which enlarge the single scattering
yield for <|> - 15°. The yield is obtained by integrating the
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Table 1.
relative
yield
15
6
4
24
26
28
29

1.0
0.012
0.003
0.15
0.13
0.07
0.03

nf(ijj)

(1015atoms/cm2)
1.53
0.0184
0.0046
0.23
0.20
0.11
0.046

An estimate of the number of step upwards (small
downwards (large IJJ) atoms.
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and step

number of counts in the single scattering peak and
subtracting the background, which is due to particles
which do have the single scattering energy, but have not
taken part in a single scattering event. This background is
not well-known (section 4.2). To obtain this background we
extrapolated the yield below the single scattering energy.
Due to these effects there is a large uncertainty (^ 30%)
in the determination of the number of step-atoms.
6. Conclusions and summary.
The ion fraction n + of argon projectiles, scattered from
a damaged Cu(100) surface, is determined for different yvalues. The damage is introduced by ion bombardment.
The energy spectra for small (< 10°) and for large (> 20°)
i/j-values are determined by scattering from the damage-structures at the surface. The model structure [4], used to
describe the scattering processes, predicts 1) that the
energy spectra show two peaks, and 2) that the spectra have
about the same shape for large and for small ^-values. This
seems to be confirmed by the measured total spectra. However,
the ion spectra show a distinctly different behaviour. For
large ^-values namely, only one peak is left. This is caused
by the fact that, on the outgoing trajectory, the neutralization probability is quite different for small and for large
^-values. As a consequence the behaviour of n , as a function
of ijj, is different for small and for large ^-values.
A consistent explanation of the data appears to be possible
when the Tashkent model is used. This model takes into
account the atomic character of the solid. From our measurements it appears that the critical distance for interatomic
neutralization processes is about 2.2 A. This is the nearest
neighbour distance d on the outgoing trajectory for IJJ = 26°,
and this distance does not depend greatly upon the applied
interaction potential.
From the total spectra an estimate of the number of stepatoms can be made.
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Samenvatting.
Het werk beschreven in dit proefschrift heTft betrekking op
de verstrooiing van lage energie (0.1-10 keV) edelgas ionen
door metaal oppervlakken. Deze techniek wordt gebruikt om de
samenstelling en de structuur van de allerbuitenste oppervlakte laag te bepalen. Dit is van belang voor de bestudering
van o.a. katalyse en corrosie.
De oppervlakte gevoeligheid wordt veroorzaakt door: a) preferentiële neutralisatie van edelgas ionen die verstrooid zijn
onder het oppervlak en b) de grote werkzame doorsnede voor verstrooiing in dit energie gebied.
Voor het kwantitatief interpreteren van de gemeten ionen
spectra is het noodzakelijk de ionen fractie van het totale
aantal verstrooide deeltjes en de werkzame doorsnede voor verstrooiing te kennen. Om deze fractie te bepalen moeten niet alleen de energie van verstrooide geladen deeltjes worden gemeten
maar ook van deeltjes die neutraal zijn na verstrooiing. Met behulp van de ionen spectra en de totale spectra (ionen plus neutralen) is de ionen fractie, gedefinieerd als de ionen opbrengst
gedeeld door de totale opbrengst, te bepalen. Deze ionen fractie
bevat voornamelijk informatie over de omladings processen omdat, in eerste orde benadering, de werkzame doorsnede voor verstrooiing in deze verhouding niet voorkomt.
In hoofdstuk II wordt de experimentele opstelling beschreven
die ontwikkeld is om ionen fracties te bepalen. De energie verdeling van ionen wordt gemeten met een elektrostatische analysator (ESA) (AE/E = 0.5%), die van neutrale deeltjes met een vluchttijd spectrometer (TOF) (AE/E -0.5%). Het blijkt dat:
a) de ionen fractie als functie van de energie na verstrooiing niet alleen een maximum vertoont bij de
enkelvoudige botsingsenergie maar ook bij de energie voor een dubbele botsing (die i.h.a. hoger is
dan de enkelvoudige botsingsenergie).
b) de vorm van het totale spectrum voornamelijk bepaald
wordt door verstrooiing aan het oppervlak.
c) de dosis ionen nodig voor een TOF spectrum (~1011 ionen/cm2 ) veel kleiner is dan voor een ESA spectrum
(-ÏO11* ionen/cm2) hetgeen van belang is voor de door
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de bundel aan het oppervlak geïntroduceerde schade
(ter vergelijking: het aantal oppervlakte atomen
is ca 10 15 atomen/cm2).
In hoofdstuk III worden twee methoden vergeleken waarmee de
energie spectra van neutrale deeltjes zijn bepaald; de genoemde vluchttijd spectrometer en een omladingscel voor de ESA. Bij
de laatst genoemde methode passeren de neutrale deeltjes een cel
waarin zich gas bevindt. De gevormde ionen worden vervolgens naar
energie geselecteerd met de ESA. De spectra blijken goed overeen te stemmen mits de resultaten verkregen m.b.v. de omladingscel worden gecorrigeerd voor a) het energieverlies tijdens de
ionisatie en b) de energie afhankelijkheid van de efficiency
van de omladingscel.
In hoofdstuk IV worden meetresultaten behandeld betreffende
neon verstrooid door een Cu(100) oppervlak. Om meer inzicht te
krijgen in het ionisatie proces is het trefplaatje beschoten
met neutraal en geladen neon. Het blijkt dat atomaire ladingsomwisselings processen van groot belang zijn voor de uiteindelijke ionen fractie. De fractie (0,15%) gevonden voor lage energie (5 keV) neutrale deeltjes is veel kleiner dan voor geladen
projectielen (-4,5%).
Voor hogere energiën (10 keV) is de fractie in beide gevallen ongeveer gelijk (~22%). Twee geheel verschillende ionisatie
processen lijken dus op te treden voor hoge en lage energie.
Een theorie die de ladingsomwisselings processen met de verschillende koper atomen in rekening brengt lijkt de resultaten
beter te beschrijven dan een model dat uitgaat van neutralisatie via Auger processen door geleidings elektronen.
De resultaten voor primaire argon deeltjes worden beschreven in hoofdstuk V. De ionen fractie blijkt veel lager te zijn
dan in het geval van neon (6% voor 10 keV Ar). Ook hier bepalen ladingsomwisselings processen mede de uiteindelijke fractie.
Tot slot wordt in hoofdstuk VI aandacht besteed aan de ionenfractie gevonden voor argon ionen verstrooid aan geïsoleerde
koper atomen in een stap positie. Deze positias zijn ontstaan
door moedwillige verruwing van het oppervlak door de ionen bundel. De resultaten onderstrepen het belang van een theorie die
ladingsomwisseling met afzonderlijke atomen in rekening brengt.
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